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Turning to another aspect of the refugee problem, the Polish Government felt that the
task which had first claim on the attention of the international organisations dealing with
refugees was the finding of suitable land for settlement in countries which did not suffer from
overpopulation or unemployment. Only such countries could open their frontiers to refugees
and provide them with an assured means of livelihood. It would also be well to bear in mind
that certain categories of refugees should not be despatched to countries where there were
already similar groups whose increase could not but be harmful to the demographic and
social equilibrium of those countries.

It was therefore highly desirable, as a first step towards any settlement scheme, to under-
take preliminary studies which, with the above considerations in mind, would provide the
necessary data for reaching a solution advantageous, not only to the refugees, but to the
international community.

M. STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) endorsed the tributes paid to the Rappor-
teur and the Chairman. He would vote for the report and draft resolution, subject to the two
following considerations : (i) He accepted resolution IV, i (b), purely in the interests of
conciliation and because the Acting President of the Nansen Office had assured the Sub-
Committee that he would do everything possible to submit a detailed scheme for the
liquidation of the Office in May 1937 ; (2) He must except pt from his vote paragraph 2(b) of
resolution IV, reading as follows

" Notes also he the proposal for sending a mission to the Far East, to investigate the
refugee problems arising there and to suggest possible reforms, and transmits this proposal,
involving the expenditure of I5,000 Swiss francs, to the favourable consideration of
the Fourth Committee." 1

This proposal contravened the Assembly resolution of 1935, which stated that the appoint-
ment of a person to investigate the question of women of Russian origin in the Far East would
not involve the League in any expenditure.

M. Stein did not think it necessary to dwell upon that last point. As was stated in
part IV of the report, the despatch of the proposed mission on the eve of the liquidation
of the Nansen Office was of scant value. The moment of liquidation of the Office in accordance
with a plan for the reduction of expenditure was hardly the right one for incurring a fresh
outlay. The view of the Soviet delegation on this matter was clearly set out in the report.

Lord CRANBORNE (United Kingdom), speaking in his capacity as delegate for the United
Kingdom, reminded the Committe that he had last year informed it that, in the view of the
United Kingdom Government, the function of the League in dealing with the refugee problem
was inevitably limited.2 It continued to hold the view that there were three main elements
in the problem status, relief and settlement, and that, though the first was essentially an
international problem, the other two depended largely on the economic situation of the
countries of refugee ; the League could not properly take responsibility for them.

It could do much to promote agreement on a common measure of protection and a
universal legal status for refugees; to provide the necessary administrative services for that
purpose; and to assist, through those services, to some extent in the co-ordination of the
efforts of the private organisations in the work of settlement and relief. But further than that,
it would not be wise for the League to go. To infringe the principle that the League budget
should not be asked to provide for schemes for the settlement of refugees would be to sign a
blank cheque on the future, and openthe door to demands which the mabudget could not bear
and should not be asked to grant.

The resolution before the Committee laid down the general plan that the two Refugee
Organisations of the League should be continued as separate entities until the end of I938-
when the Nansen Office would cease to exist and the future of the Organisation for Refugees
coming from Germany would be brought up for review. His Government saw no objection
to the separate existence of the two organisations, working on parallel lines, for a prescribed
period; indeed, the arrangement might present some advantage, and, since the Assembly
would two years hence be called upon to consider the question of future organisation, his
Government would, for the time being, keep an open mind on the time being, keep an open mind on the matter.

By 1938, the refugee problem might be on the way to solution, but it seemed probable
that a regime of international protection would be necessary for some years. His Government
therefore intended to do what it could to promote the acceptance of such a regime. In
pursuance of that intention, it proposed shortly to accede to the Refugee Convention of 1933 ; it
had signed the Provisional Arrangement concluded in July I936 dealing with refugees from
Germany, and it was prepared to consider sympathetically any proposals which the High
Commissioner might put forward for the adoption of an international convention dealing with
the status of refugees from Germany.

1 This paragraph was subsequently omitted from the text of the resolutions as a result of a decison by the Fourth
Committee not to grant the credit in question (see page 52).

2 See Official Journal, Special Supplement No. I43 page II.
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In regard to the proposed credit for Saar refugees, the United Kingdom Government's

views in regard to the proper function of the League in dealing with refugee questions meant
that it was reluctantly obliged to maintain its opposition to this proposal. His Government
realised very fully the difficulties of the French Government in dealing with its refugee problems,

and greatly appreciated the benevolent measures which it had taken for the benefit of refugees

in France. The United Kingdom Government would naturally desire to co-operate with the
French Government in this matter. Its opposition was based solely on the important principle
that the League should not accept responsibility for the settlement of refugees; to depart
from that principle would create an extremely dangerous precedent. The question was not
comparable with that of the Assyrians discussed at the previous year's Assembly. The Sixth

Committee had then recorded the opinion that the Assyrian question was not a refugee problem;

the reasons given in support of that opinion were recorded in the Minutes of the Sixth and

Fourth 2 Committees of the 1935 Assembly.

Lord Cranborne appealed to the Committee to think well before coming to a decision

which would, in his view, set a precedent which might in future years put a burden on the

League which it would be quite unable to bear.

Mr. BRUCE (Australia) entirely supported what had been said by Lord Cranborne regarding

the principle which should govern the League's dealings with the question of financial assistance

for the settlement of refugees. He would reinforce what Lord Cranborne had said by alluding

to the very grave dangers which the Committee would be incurring for the League if, out

of sympathy for these unfortunate people, it created a precedent by voting the amount suggested
for the 200 Saar families.

However great the Committee's sympathy for the French Government in the problem,

and however deep its compassion for those unfortunate refugees, its primary duty was to

preserve the League from engaging in risky precedents.

The Australian Government would go so far as to say that the acceptance of the principle

even endangered the League itself. It might go far beyond mere finance and lead to grave

difficulties between member nations within the League. His Government was therefore

obliged to offer the strongest protest possible to admission of the principle that monies could

be found out of the League budget for the purpose of refugee settlement. So strong indeed was

its feeling on the matter that he felt it only fair to say that the Australian delegation would

be obliged to resist the resolution in the Committee and the proposal for credits when it came

up before the Fourth Committee.

M. Liu Chieh (China), replying to the objection raised by M. Stein to the despatch of a

mission to the Far East on the ground that it cut across a resolution passed by the Fifth

Committee in 1935, pointed out that that Committee had only had in view the question

of the traffic in women and prostitution, which were in his view merely incidental to the

general refugee question.

The refugee problem involved questions of status, relief and settlement, which would not

be covered by the work envisaged in the Fifth Committee's resolution in question.

As regarded expense, the Chinese delegation would point out that the sum involved was

very modest ; it covered administrative expenses only and should not in any way be confused

with the expenses for relief and settlement in the case in regard to which the Rapporteur
had rightly pointed out that the League should not accept responsibility.

Perhaps the Committee did not realise that the number of Russian refugees in the Far

East was I30,000-twice the number in France and by far the largest number of all categories
of refugees. As the report of the President of the Nansen Office had clearly indicated, not

a single penny had as yet been spent on their relief and settlement nor had any effort been

made, during all the years in which the question had been discussed, to study the problem

adequately or to make contact with the refugees themselves.

In conclusion, he congratulated the Rapporteur on the execution of his difficult task.

M. GRUMBACH (France) recognised that it was scarcely for the League to take upon itself
the settlement of refugees, but he could not see how this principle conflicted with the request
for a credit of 400,000 Swiss francs for the transfer of 200 Saar families to Paraguay. The

request had originally been made by Judge Hansson himself, who had explained to the Sub-
Committee the main considerations which had prompted him, after ripe reflection, to make
the request. These reasons bore out the passages in Judge Hansson's report 3 which advocated
this solution.

He pointed out that, in the Sub-Committee, M. Motta, who was very familiar with the

League rules of procedure, had warmly endorsed the request for this credit.

1 See Official Journal, Special Supplement No. 143, page 69.
2 See Official Journlal, Special Supplement No. I41, page 89.
3 Document A,27.Ig36.XII ; Ser. L.o.N. P. Ig362XII.B.7, page 5, Section I3, and last paragraph but one of page Io.
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There was no question of contemplating any permanent dealing by the League with the
problem of refugee settlement. In any case, he would point out that the credit of 400,000
francs was scarcely adequate for settlement purposes in Paraguay ; its chief object was to cover
the cost of transport.

M. Grumbach drew attention to another argument raised in the Sub-Committee. The
case of the Saar refugees was a special one, and the League's responsibilities were considerable
in the matter. From I920 to 1935, a Governing Commission had administered the Saar in
virtue of the Peace Treaty. The conditions in which the plebiscite had been held had
profoundly affected the tragic fate of those who had had to flee abroad, abandoning all they
possessed. He himself had witnessed the plight of the Saar refugees, and he knew the
incredible difficulties that they had had to face owing to having expressed certain views or
having belonged to a certain race. The question was therefore not merely one of money,
but of something much more important from the point of view of international solidarity.
The crux of the matter was this : Were the States Members of the League of Nations going to
leave on France's shoulders the whole burden of the future fate of these refugees ?

M. Grumbach was therefore warmly in favour of Judge Hansson's proposal and thanked
him, in the name of France, for submitting it. For the same reasons, he hoped that Mr. Bruce
would reconsider his decision and would vote the credit which, after a long discussion in the Sub-
Committee, had been approved by a majority of 7 votes to 3 with 2 abstentions. The two members
who had abstained had undoubtedly shared the misgivings of the United Kingdom delegate who
had stated that, though on grounds of principle he must vote against the credit, on grounds of
humanity he would have voted for it, and that, in view of that fact, should a majority in
the Sixth Committee favour the proposal, he would not oppose it. The Sixth Committee
should see its way to vote for this proposal, not only in the name of humanity, but also in the
name of international solidarity-the very basis of the League of Nations.

Moreover, there was no fear of the principle of the intangibility of the League budget
being involved, for the case was an exceptional one and he was the first to acknowledge that
it in no way constituted a precedent.

M. HANSSON, Acting President of the Governing Body of the Nansen International
Office for Refugees, thanked Lord Cranborne for the statement he had made regarding
ratification of the 1933 Convention. He hoped that, before long, the Convention would be
generally ratified.

As regarded the Saar refugees, he explained the reasons for which he had thought it
incumbent upon him to request a credit of 400,000 Swiss francs in order to solve once and for all
a problem which was in every way a special case and which was a cause of constant friction.
He realised that it was not for the League to vote credits for humanitarian purposes ; that was
why he had asked for a very small credit. A refusal had seemed to him to be out of the question,
since in the previous year a credit of C86,ooo had been voted for the Assyrians. There was
a striking similarity between the problem of the Assyrians and that of the Saarlanders. The
argument that the first constituted a minority and were not refugees was scarcely valid.
It was to his mind a legal quibble, since both unfortunate communities were victims of
international agreements, the Assyrians under a mandate, the Saarlanders under a decision
taken by the Council of the League of Nations. The Saar refugees had felt that they could,
without fear, vote for the maintenance of League authority in the Saar. They had been mistaken.
They had been bitterly deceived. From that time, they had lived in France, where they had
received hospitality, but they had lost all that they could not carry with them, and were
existing in a state of misery. They were prepared to emigrate, and the Nansen Office had
negotiated with the Government of Paraguay and with a private landowner contracts under
which those refugees could acquire the necessary lands and houses.

Since the Council decision on the Saar had been taken unanimously, M. Hansson felt
that international solidarity should be exercised in order to assist those who were its victims.
Surely there was no reason why France should be the only country to shoulder the burden
which, in all justice, should be shared among all the Members of the League ?

Simply to liquidate the Nansen Office after two further years of work was not enough;
it was the League's duty also to liquidate the refugee problem itself and to facilitate the
Office's work. Here was a means of doing so. All that was asked was a vote of 400,000 francs,
and he felt that the credit could scarcely be refused in view of the consequences entailed in the
vote. There was no other case similar to that of the Saarlanders. Already, despite his
inclinations, he had abandoned any idea of asking for material help for Armenian and Russian
refugees, even though the problem of the Armenians was one which weighed upon the conscience
of Europe.

Further, since the Nansen Office and the whole refugee organisation was due to disappear
in two years, there was no need to fear the consequence of such a vote. Public opinion
would certainly be shocked were they to learn of a refusal. The League had just been through
a serious political crisis and had known difficult times, but it had to its credit a great work of
humanity-the work it had done for refugees. Surely it could not now refuse the help
requested of it ?

20. International Assistance to Refugees: Examination of the Report of the Sub-
Committee.l

CHAPTERS I AND II.
Chapters I and II were adopted.

1 For the final text of the report submitted to the Assembly, see Annex 4, page 63.
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CHAPTER III.

M. SKYLSTAD (Norway) proposed to add the words " and with the legislation and adminis-
tration of their country of origin " in the eighth paragraph, after the words " of the refugees in
the different countries ".

M. Skylstad's proposal was adopted.
Chapter III was adopted.

CHAPTER IV.

M. MUNTERS (Latvia) requested the addition of a sentence at the end of the fifth paragraph
in order to explain the minority's attitude to the credit proposal. He asked that after the
words " did not appear to justify expenditure upon it " should be added the sentence:

"The attention of the Committee was also drawn to the fact that the agenda of the
forthcoming Conference of Central Authorities in the East, which is to be held at Bandoeng
in February 1937, includes the problem of the position of women refugees of Russian
origin.

The Latvian delegation shared the view of the United Kingdom delegate with regard
to the credit for Saar refugees, and had no strong feelings either way as to the credit for the
mission to the Far East, but he felt that the report should take the Bandoeng Conference
agenda into account.

M. Munters' proposal was adopted.
Chapter IV was adopted.

RESOLUTIONS I AND II.

Resolutions I and II were adopted.

RESOLUTION III.

M. GRUMBACH (France) thanked the Rapporteur for his mention of the recent measures
adopted by the French Government in regard to refugees. Those measures were as follows :

At the Inter-Governmental Conference of July I936, the French representative had
announced that his Government would make every effort soon to afford an international
status to refugees. That had been done. A Decree of September I7th, 1936, afforded rights
to refugees and removed the prevailing uncertainty so demoralising to the refugees themselves
and so dangerous to national order. He requested that this decree should be annexed to the
Minutes (Annex 2, page 6I), if only to encourage other Governments to take similar action.

The lot of refugees deserved every attention; a man who was by reason of his opinions
deprived of his national status should be enabled to find understanding, and, as it were, a new
nationality in some other country.

Resolution III was adopted.

RESOLUTION IV.

Nansen International Office.

A vote was taken by show of hands upon the two proposals for credits.

Credit for the Transfer and Final Settlement in Paraguay of Saar Refugees.

The following twelve delegations voted in favour of the credit 

Canada, China, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Greece, Netherlands, Norway,
Roumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

The following seven delegations voted against the credit :

Australia, United Kingdom, Hungary, India, Iran, Iraq, Latvia.

Credit for the Despatch of a Mission to investigate Refugee Problems in the Far East.

M. HANSSON, Acting President of the Governing Body of the Nansen International
Office for Refugees, explained that this credit was requested, in the first place, because the
Office had not yet had an opportunity of sending a mission to the Far East and, in the second
place, because it would be valuable, before the Office was liquidated, to know the exact
conditions in which the Russian refugees were existing there. Lastly, it was extremely
desirable that the I30,000 refugees living there unprotected and in misery should receive
some encouragement.
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The following twelve delegations voted in favour of the credit:

Canada, China, Denmark, Greece, Hungary, India, Iran, Netherlands, Norway,
Roumania, Sweden, Switzerland.

The following two delegations voted against the credit:

Iraq, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The CHAIRMAN felt that it would be preferable to explain to the Assembly that there
had been a majority and a minority. If the minority upheld its view in the Assembly, the
lack of unanimity would mean the rejection of the credits. If it abstained, the proposal
could go through. This procedure could, of course, only be followed if a favourable vote
were recorded in the Fourth Committee.

Mr. OFFICER (Australia) said that, in view of the grave view expressed by the leader of
his delegation, Mr. Bruce, as to the question of principle involved in the vote for a credit for
the Saar refugees, he must reserve the right of the Australian delegation to refuse to accept
the resolution.

The procedure proposed by the President was approved.

Refugees coming from Germany (Jewish and Other).

M. GRUMBACH (France), referring to paragraph 3, recalled that, in the Sub-Committee,
he had suggested, besides the creation of a Governing Body-an idea which the Sub-Committee
had ultimately abandoned-the constitution of a consultative council. This latter idea had,
it seemed, been accepted. That being the case, he would be glad to see the words " consultative
council " included in paragraph 3.

Further, it would be well to mention, besides the relief organisations, the refugee organi-
sations, and to indicate how contact between those organisations and the High Commissioner's
Office should be maintained.

After some discussion, the Committee decided to adjourn the decision on this point to a
subsequent meeting.

RESOLUTION V.

Resolution V was adopted.

RESOLUTION VI.

Lord CRANBORNE (United Kingdom), Rapporteur, explained that the name of Sir Neil
Malcolm had been omitted from paragraph (2) of this resolution purely on technical grounds'
The position was that the appointment was made by the Council, and not, as in the case of
M. Hansson, by the Assembly. He was sure that it was the wish of the whole Committee
that Sir Neill Malcolm should be appointed, especially in view of the great services he had
rendered in the matter.

Resolution VI was adopted.

VOTE OF A CREDIT FOR ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE GOVERNING
BODY OF THE NANSEN INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR REFUGEES.

The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee of the energy with which M. Hansson had taken
over the Chairmanship of the Governing Body of the Nansen Office. He had given his time
and labour without remuneration, but his task had involved him in expenditure which he could
not reasonably be asked to assume out of his private pocket. The Chairman, on his own
initiative, therefore proposed to the Committee that the sum of 5,000 Swiss francs should
be granted to M. Hansson for entertainment expenses.

The Chairman's proposal was adopted.

TRIBUTE TO SIR NEILL MALCOLM, M. HANSSON AND MAJOR JOHNSON.

Lord CRANBORNE (United Kingdom), Rapporteur, paid a tribute to Sir Neill Malcolm
and M. Hansson, not only for what they had done, but also for their great courtesy to him as
Rapporteur.

In his dual capacity as Rapporteur and United Kingdom delegate, he reminded the
Committee that the Secretary-General of the Nansen Office, Major T. F. Johnson, was leaving
the Office this year. He had been connected with refugee work since I92I, when he first
became Secretary to Dr. Nansen, and Lord Cranborne was sure that the Committee would
wish to pay a tribute to his great administrative services over a period of fifteen years.

21. International Assistance to Refugees : Appointment of a Rapporteur to the
Assembly.

The Committee appointed Lord CRANBORNE (United Kingdom) Rapporteur to the Assembly
for refugee questions.
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SEVENTH MEETING.

Held on Thursday, October 8th, I936, at Io.I5 a.m.

Chairman: M. MOTTA (Switzerland).

22. International Assistance to Refugees: Examination and Adoption of the Report
of the Sub-Committee (continuation).'

RESOLUTION IV (continuation).

Refugees coming from Germany (Jewish and Other) (continuation).

Lord CRANBORNE (United Kingdom), Rapporteur, in deference to the request made at
the previous meeting by the French delegation , proposed the following wording for
paragraph 3:

" (3) To maintain contact with the various private organisations; in particular, through
the Liaison Committee of an international character which has already been set up."

M. GRUMBACH (France) read the sixth and seventh paragraphs of Section C, page 5, of
the High Commissioner's report.3 This passage explained the reason for his insistence on the
point he had raised at the previous meeting. That was the sense in which he was prepared
to accept Lord Cranborne's amendment, which he viewed as summarising the passage in
question and as expressing the views contained therein.

M. SKYLSTAD (Norway) said that his delegation held that the refugee organisations should
also be represented on the Liaison Committee. If that was the case, he accepted the proposed
amendment.

Sir Neill MALCOLM, High Commissioner for Refugees coming from Germany, assured
the French and Norwegian delegates that their wishes would be borne in mind, and that he
personally would do everything possible to secure the liaison in the spirit intended.

The amendment proposed by the Rapporteur was adopted.

DECLARATION BY THE BOLIVIAN DELEGATION REGARDING THE QUESTION OF SAAR REFUGEES
AND BY THE SOVIET DELEGATION REGARDING THE DESPATCH OF A MISSION TO THE FAR EAST.

M. COSTA DU RELS (Bolivia) said that he had so far refrained from taking part in the
discussion, because a country with which Bolivia entertained friendly relations seemed to be
directly interested in the question. But he must submit a formal reservation regarding the
despatch to Paraguay of 200 families of Saar refugees. The President of the Governing
Body of the Nansen Office had stated at the previous meeting 4 that the Office had successfully
negotiated with the Paraguayan Government on the matter. But he must point out that the
proposed transfer would undoubtedly raise far-reaching issues in South-American international
politics.

The CHAIRMAN, while noting the statement made by the Bolivian delegate, pointed
out that the vote taken at the previous meeting proved that all delegations were well aware
of the force of the arguments for and against the proposed solution.

M. STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked that, before the final adoption of
the report and draft resolution, the Rapporteur should insert a reference in the report to the
effect that the Soviet delegation, having declared that it would vote in the Assembly against
paragraph 2(b) of resolution IV, requested that, in virtue of the Rules of Procedure, this point
should be separately submitted to the vote in the Assembly.

Lord CRANBORNE (United Kingdom), Rapporteur, replied that this would be done.

M. COSTA DU RELS (Bolivia) requested that the passage regarding the despatch of Saar
refugees to Paraguay should also be taken separately, for he intended to vote against it and to
raise the question in the Assembly.

1 For the final text of the report submitted to the Assembly, see Annex 4, page 63.
2 See page 45.
3 Document A.I9.I936.XII; Ser. L.o.N. P. I9 3 6.XII.B.6.
4 See page 43.
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The CHAIRMAN recalled that he had explained at the previous meeting 1 the way in which
the question of credits would be brought before the Assembly. He had no intention of
exercising any pressure, either direct or indirect, on the members of the Committee, and it
would be open to each delegate to vote in the Assembly as he thought fit.

M. GRUMBACH (France) regretted that the Bolivian delegate had kept silence until so
late in the day. If he had spoken during the general discussion, the President of the Governing
Body of the Nansen Office could have given him the explanations which he had not asked
for until now. Was there some fear that the Saar refugees would be exposed to the risk
of becoming the victims of the final repercussions of a dispute between two South-American
States ? If only the Bolivian delegate had asked M. Hansson a few questions, it would have
been possible to throw light upon the problem without raising a new difficulty.

The French delegation had hoped that those delegates who had voted " no " at the
previous meeting had taken to heart the Chairman's discreet appeal and would abstain from
voting in the plenary Assembly. M. Grumbach could hardly conceal his surprise at the
declaration just made that one delegation intended to vote against the project. Public
opinion, not to mention the French Parliament, would fail to understand why it should be
France who would have to continue to bear unaided the cost of the maintenance of the Saar
refugees.

He proposed that the Bolivian delegate should get into touch with M. Hansson and ask
him the questions which he was perhaps unwilling to ask in full Committee. He hoped that,
by this means, the final obstacles would be overcome and unanimity achieved in the Assembly.

M. COSTA DU RELS (Bolivia) said that M. Grumbach need have no cause for anxiety.
His Government in no way wished to hamper the free development of the humanitarian work
of the League, but the Bolivian delegation had that morning received formal instructions from
its Government requesting it to call attention to the drawbacks and the political undesirability
of despatching 200 families of Saar refugees to Paraguay. What guarantees were there that
those families would not be sent to the Chaco-a circumstance which would create proprietary
claims in that territory ? The Buenos Aires Conference was at present dealing with the
Chaco question, and any influx of colonising families from abroad must complicate the problem.

He was prepared to get into touch with the French delegate and the President of the
Governing Body of the Nansen Office. He could assure them that they could rely upon his
goodwill to reach an amicable settlement.

The CHAIRMAN noted those remarks and declared the discussion closed.
The report and draft resolutions were adopted (Annex 4, page 63) with certain drafting

amendments and subject to the decisions taken by the Fourth Committee.

23. Intellectual Co-operation: The League of Nations and Modern Means of spreading
Information utilised in the Cause of Peace : Draft Resolution submitted
by the Danish Delegation.

Mlle. FORCHHAMMER (Denmark) submitted the following draft resolution:

" The Assembly,

" Emphasising once more the utility of a co-ordinated effort by official bodies to
develop the spirit of international co-operation and mutual understanding, more especially
taking into account the technical means of information at the disposal of public opinion:

" (I) Calls the attention of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation
to the increased possibilities of utilising all modern means of spreading knowledge for
that purpose, and asks it to draw up, on the basis of the proposals of the Secretariat,
the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and the International Educational
Cinematographic Institute, a plan of action to be submitted to the next Assembly.

" (2) Requests the Secretary-General to examine the possibility of submitting
proposals, in connection with the draft budget for 1938, for developing the Secretariat's
means of informing public opinion, such as the Bulletin of League of Nations Teaching,
the Monthly Summary, and the information pamphlets published by the Secretariat,
as well as the films, photographs and lantern slides supplied by the Secretariat, and wireless
telephonic and telegraphic transmissions organised by it or under its auspices."

Mlle. Forchhammer felt sure that all the delegations were agreed as to the vital importance
of moral disarmament. The recently adopted Broadcasting Convention 2 and the recom-
mendation passed in the Sixth Committee as to the proposal of the Swedish Broadcasting
Corporation 3 were proof of that. Private organisations and individuals in all countries
were already working for better international understanding, but, while recognising the value

1 See page 45.
2 Document C.399.M.252.I9 36.XII; Ser. L.o.N. P. I936.XII.B.Io.
3 See page 59.
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of those efforts, the Danish delegation felt that they should be strengthened and co-ordinated
by the League more than had hitherto been the case.

With reference to the second part of the resolution, her personal experience of lecturing
about the League convinced her of the desirability of spreading information about the League
to a greater extent than hitherto. It was suggested that the Information Section should
provide the necessary material for this purpose.

But the Danish delegation attached yet greater importance to the first part of its proposal.
The first delegate of Denmark 1 had, in the Assembly, stressed the value of a study by the
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation of all aspects of the question with a view to formulating
a collective plan for rallying world public opinion round the League. Moreover, the first
delegate of the United Kingdom 2 had said that if disarmament was to be real it must be not
only military but also mental, and that not only weapons but also the war mentality must be
laid aside ; she would ask the Committee to vote for the Danish resolution as being a means
of achieving that end.

Lord CRANBORNE (United Kingdom), while respecting the high motives underlying
the Danish proposal, felt that too little consideration had been given to a proposal of such
potential scope.

On a close examination, the import and extent of the resolution were not clear. Who,
for instance, were the "official bodies" referred to in the alfirst paragraph? What was the
" plan of action " mentioned in the second paragraph; by whom was it to be drafted and what
would be its goal ? Could the Committee be asked to authorise the provision of funds required
for execution of the measures suggested in the third paragraph for schemes which had never
even been seen by the Assembly ?

His misgivings on this score had been increased by the explanations of the proposal given
by certain delegations, which had gone to show that not merely a technical enquiry but
actually a new conception of the League's functions was implied. The Danish delegate,
for instance, had talked of propaganda on new lines and on a larger scale, and M. Lange had
referred to the propagation of League ideals and " a League view ".

Lord Cranborne would urge upon the Committee that the proposal, and still more these
explanations, laid the League open to a danger of exceeding its proper functions. For instance,
if a League view were to be propagated, how was the League to conduct such propaganda ?
Surely it was quite out of place for a body of sovereign States to undertake, for instance,
propaganda across frontiers, and what was the position in this respect with regard to non-
member States ? Was such propaganda to apply to them and, if so, was it likely to lead to
international goodwill, supposing it were contrary to the policy of their Government ? The
idea that there should be propaganda of a League view implied the conception that the League
was a super-State. This was a wrong conception and he saw endless possibilities of difficulties
if such propaganda were introduced. Indeed, the step might even place the League in the
position of requiring to become a signatory of the Broadcasting Convention so recently
drafted under its auspices.

Further, supposing that the propagation of a " League view ", as M. Lange proposed,
were really decided on, who was going to interpret that view ? It appeared that the Director
of the Information Section was the person considered, but Lord Cranborne would submit
that to interpret and to influence policy was not a duty that the Committee could impose
upon a single official.

His objection to the Danish proposal was based solely upon these misgivings, and did not
mean that his Government considered that an examination of the technical resources at
the disposal of the League was undesirable. On the contrary, it would have no objection
to an enquiry as to whether the Information Section disposed of sufficient technical resources
to fulfil its original purpose adequately. It might also be desirable for the Intellectual
Co-operation Organisation to consider whether the development of the technical means of
spreading information could be used to further the mutual exchange between nations of infor-
mation relating to their respective civilisations and cultures.

Given time for due consideration, and a practical enquiry into some proposal more specific
than that now before the Committee, his Government was fully prepared to go into the matter.
But adoption of the present proposal without such consideration was not consonant with the
authority of the League of Nations.

Mile. HESSELGREN (Sweden), while supporting the general conception underlying the
Danish resolution, hoped the Committee would be able to find some formula acceptable to
all delegations, so that the matter could go before the Assembly in I937.

M. SKYLSTAD (Norway) said that his delegation warmly supported the Danish draft
resolution. As he saw it, the chief object of the proposal was to make the aims of the League
known, principally by means of material to be placed in the hands of societies, private

1 See Oficial Journzal, Special Supplement No. I55, page 66.
2 See Official Journal, Special Supplement No, 55, page 47.
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organisations and schools in the different countries. He must admit that the public in Norway
did not know enough of the League's work and that there was still a big field to be covered
in that respect.

He felt that Lord Cranborne had perhaps misunderstood M. Lange's suggestion. M. Lange
had not intended to convey that the League should undertake international propaganda.
His idea had merely been that the Information Section should be asked to spread a knowledge
of the aims of the League and the results of its work. The Norwegian delegation felt that
there were no grounds for misgivings on that score. On the contrary, it was the duty of all
to work on those lines ; everyone was of course aware that the Information Section was already
doing considerable work in that field.

Though it supported the Danish proposal, the Norwegian delegation was fully prepared
to see certain amendments made for the sake of greater precision. The suggestions which
Lord Cranborne had outlined differed very little in intent from the Danish proposal; paragraph 2
of the latter, for instance, was almost identical with the suggestion just made by the
United Kingdom delegate that the League's activity should be examined afresh and that the
results of that examination should be referred to the next Assembly.

Lord CRANBORNE (United Kingdom) pointed out that it was the form rather than the
substance of the resolution which was raising difficulties.

The Danish delegate, in a spirit of conciliation and understanding, had agreed to submit
the proposal in a different form, and he was therefore able to lay before the Committee the
following alternative draft resolution, jointly submitted by the Danish and United Kingdom
delegations:

" The Assembly,

" Emphasising once more the desirability of developing international co-operation
and mutual understanding between nations;

"Having regard to the rapid contemporary development of the technical means of
disseminating information;

" And considering that this development increases the possibilities of furthering the
mutual exchange between nations of information relating to their respective institutions
and cultures:

" (I) Is of opinion that this question might well be the subject of discussion at the next
ordinary session of the Assembly;

" (2) To this end, invites the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation
to draw up, after such consultations as they may deem appropriate, detailed suggestions
to form the basis of the Assembly's discussions;

" (3) And further invites the Secretary-General to report on the above-mentioned
technical means of spreading information at the disposal of the competent sections of the
Secretariat, in order that the Assembly may consider at its next ordinary session whether
such means are adequate or whether their further development is desirable."

M. VAN RAPPARD (Netherlands) said that his delegation had not intended to oppose the
original Danish proposal. Moreover, there was general agreement that, as the United Kingdom
delegate had said, it was the task of the Secretariat, and in particular of the Information
Section, to undertake, not propaganda in favour of the League, but the furnishing of complete
and accurate information on its activities. Propaganda was work for the Governments and for
the national associations, and should be carried out on the basis of the material supplied to
them and by the means most suited to the spirit and customs of each country. Since that
principle was more clearly stated in the resolution submitted by the United Kingdom and
Danish delegations, the Netherlands delegation preferred the new text and cordially
supported it.

M. FRYLING (Poland) endorsed the Netherlands delegate's view and for the same reasons
he would support the new text.

The Committee adopted the draft submitted by the United Kingdom and Danish delegations,
on the understanding that it would be embodied in the resolutions on intellectual co-operation
and that M. Parra-Perez would therefore report to the Assembly upon it.

24. Mandates: General Discussion (continuation).

M. Sabih NAJIB (Iraq) said that the interest of Iraq in Syria and Palestine would be
obvious to all, because of the racial sympathy and many inherited common connections which
bound Iraq so closely to the inhabitants of those countries. It was his duty as representative
of Iraq, and it was also a great pleasure, to express satisfaction-felt, he was sure, by all Iraqis
-at the wise policy of the French Government and of the Syrian leaders which had led to
so happy a result in Syria, and to the prospect of an early termination of the temporary status
of a territory under mandate. M. Najib desired to mention the name of M. Vienot, who had
played an important role in reaching that happy result. It would be the wish of all Arabs
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that the existing friendship and co-operation between France and Syria should always flourish.
Iraq looked forward to welcoming Syria as a fellow Member in the happy community of the
League.

The friendly sentiments expressed by the Turkish and Iranian delegates in that connection
must be cordially acknowledged. As regards the Turkish minority in Syria the removal
at the outset of all possible causes of misunderstanding would naturally be of the greatest
value to all concerned. M. Najib believed that the wisdom and goodwill of the Syrian leaders
and the proved friendship and sympathy of Turkey towards her Arab neighbours would
overcome all difficulties and ensure satisfactory results.

The situation in Palestine was one which, as all the world knew, caused the greatest
pain and anxiety. Nevertheless, Iraq persisted in hoping for a happy solution, which would
take full account of the legitimate rights of the Arabs. M. Najib ventured to express that
hope, in view of the experience gained in Iraq of the wisdom and sympathy shown by the
British Government and nation to the national aspirations of the people of Iraq, as also of
other Arab peoples. Iraq sincerely hoped, too, for the future welfare and happiness of the
Jews throughout the world, and M. Najib appreciated the special reasons for the interest which
some delegations took in the immigration of the Jews into Palestine. Members of the League,
however, might be expected to show an equal interest in the indigenous population of that
country, and on that score M. Najib welcomed his Polish colleague's view that the League
should look further for a generally satisfactory solution for those Jews who felt that they were
suffering from political and racial disabilities in their respective countries.

The reference of some delegations to the establishment of a Jewish National Home, on
the one hand, and guaranteeing of the rights of the Arab population, on the other, touched
a very important and delicate issue. Everyone earnestly hoped that a solution could be found
which would give general satisfaction and conciliate the different points of view. Nevertheless,
there was one outstanding truth which must not be forgotten-namely, the vital cause of all
the existing disturbances-that was to say, the recent flood of Jewish immigration into
Palestine, andthe fear of the creation of aJewish majority over the whole indigenous population.
Everyone was awaiting with great anxiety the Royal Commission's report; they had complete
faith that the Commission would carry out its very important task with entire impartiality
and justice, and were also confident in the spirit of justice of the United Kingdom and the
League.

On behalf of peace and humanity, M. Najib begged that these points should be given full
weight.

He seized the opportunity to express the gratification which every Iraqi must feel at
the recent settlement between the United Kingdom and Egypt. He congratulated the British
Government most heartily, as also the Egyptian leaders, on the result of their good under-
standing. Iraq looked forward to welcoming this sister-nation very soon as a fellow Member
of the League. That event, coupled with the not very distant emancipation of Syria and the
hope of an early and satisfactory solution of the present troubles in Palestine, promised a
prosperous and tranquil future for the countries of the Near East. The close and untiring
interest shown therein by the Members of the League in the Sixth Committee and in the
Assembly was, he believed, one of the surest guarantees for its realisation.

Lord CRANBORNE (United Kingdom) thanked the Iraqi delegate on behalf of His Majesty's
Government for his expression of confidence in British policy. He assured him that it was
the chief desire of the United Kingdom Government to achieve a settlement satisfactory
to both Jews and Arabs.

25. Mandates : Examination and Adoption of the Draft Report and Resolution.l

M. MUNTERS (Latvia), Rapporteur, said that as the question of mandates fell, under
Article 22 of the Covenant, within the competence of the Council and Permanent Mandates
Commission, and only indirectly within that of the Assembly as being the parent body, he
had endeavoured in his report to avoid technical details and to confine himself to major issues.

M. SKYLSTAD (Norway) approved of the report as a whole, but wished to propose a modified
text for the second sentence of the first paragraph reading as follows:

" In reviewing the activities of the mandatory Powers and the work of the Council
and of the Permanent Mandates Commission since the last ordinary Assembly of the League,
the Sixth Committee devoted particular attention to the disturbances which had been
taking place in Palestine for several months past and to the new stage in the development
of Syria and Lebanon towards emancipation."

The text he proposed was as follows:

" The activities of the mandatory Powers and the work of the Council and of the
Permanent Mandates Commission since the last ordinary Assembly of the League were
reviewed. Certain delegations emphasised the importance of the maintenance of the

1 For the final text of the report, see Annex 3, page 62.
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principle of economic equality in the territories under A and B mandates and paid a
tribute to the Mandates Commission's vigilance in this respect. The Committee's
attention was further drawn to the importance of the question of the education of native
children, and that of the funds voted for this purpose in the budgets of the mandated
territories. Apart from these general questions, the Committee devoted particular
attention to the disturbances which had been taking place in Palestine for several months
past, and to the new stage in the progress of Syria and Lebanon towards emancipation."

Mr. TE WATER (Union of South Africa) had no objection to the report in its original form,
but if M. Skylstad's amendment were to be inserted, he must also request mention of a similar
question of principle which he himself had raised during the discussion-namely, the non-
militarisation of native populations. If, therefore, the Norwegian amendment were accepted,
he must ask for the inclusion at the beginning of the last paragraph of the report, following the
words " delegate of the Union of South Africa ", of the following passage :

"c . . in which he drew attention to the principle of the non-militarisation of the
native populations of the mandated territories, which the Union Government accepted
as being in the spirit of the duties imposed upon it by the terms of its mandate, and as
conforming strictly to its own native policy in the Union. In the course of his statement,
he also mentioned the constitutional problem of South West Africa . . ."

M. KOMARNICKI (Poland) wished to make a changein the second sentence of the second
paragraph reading as follows :

" The Polish delegation particularly emphasised the importance to its country of the
problem of Zionist emigration."

He proposed the following text

"The Polish delegation particularly emphasised the importance to its country of
the development of a Jewish National Home in Palestine. It stressed the necessity and
urgency of finding new outlets for Jewish emigration from Central and Eastern Europe."

M. Komarnicki added that, naturally, the-Polish delegation assumed sole responsibility
for the addition, which did not commit the Committee, but expressed the views of the Polish
Government only.

M. SADAK (Turkey), referring to the first sentence of the third paragraph, reading as
follows:

" As regards Syria and Lebanon, the Committee noted the desiderata put forward
by the Turkish delegate concerning the future, under the post-mandatory regime, of the
compact minorities and particularly of the population of Turkish language and culture
in the Alexandretta district."

proposed the following text:

" As regards Syria and Lebanon, the Committee noted the desiderata put forward
by the Turkish delegate concerning the future of the population of Turkish language
and culture in the Alexandretta district in connection with the signature of the preliminaries
of the Franco-Syrian Treaty."

M. GRUMBACH (France), on behalf of M. Vienot, thanked the Iraqi delegate for his flattering
references to the French Government.

Referring to the third sentence of the third paragraph of the report reading as follows:

"As regards the regime of the Sanjak of Alexandretta, he referred to the statements
of the mandatory Power at the Council meeting held on September 26th, I936, concerning
the application of the existing Franco-Turkish Agreements, within the framework of
which, in his opinion, any exchange of views on this subject should be kept."

M. Grumbach proposed the following text :

" As regards the present and future regime of the Sanjak of Alexandretta, he referred
to the statements of the mandatory Power at the Council meeting held on September
26th, 1936, concerning the application of the existing Franco-Turkish Agreements. He
considered that any exchange of views which the Turkish Government might wish to
initiate on this subject should be kept within the framework of those agreements; he
proposed to invite the Syrian Government to take part in the contemplated negotiations."

M. MUNTERS (Latvia), Rapporteur, said that as the chief object of the report was to reflect
the various points of view expressed during the discussion, he agreed, subject to any necessary
textual changes, to the additions proposed by the delegates of Norway, the Union of South
Africa, Poland, Turkey and France, in the sense of their observations.

The report, thus amended, and the draft resolution were adopted (Annex 3, page 62).
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26. Mandates: Appointment of a Rapporteur to the Assembly.

M. MUNTERS (Latvia) was appointed Rapporteur to the Assembly for mandates questions.

27. Application to the following Reports of Rule 14(a) of the Rules of Procedure
of the Assembly concerning the Simplification of the Procedure of the
Assembly : (a) International Assistance to Refugees, (b) Mandates.

The Committee decided that the summary procedure under which a plenary discussion
was not considered necessary should be applied to the above reports and resolutions, and
requested its Chairman to inform the President of the Assembly accordingly. An exception,
however, would be made as regards the vote of the two credits mentioned in the resolution
concerning refugees, in case any delegations wished to raise the question in the Assembly.

EIGHTH MEETING.

Held on Friday, October 9th, I936, at 8.I5 p.m.

Chairman: M. MOTTA (Switzerland).

28. International Assistance to Refugees : Amendment of the Report to the Assem-
bly in view of Decisions taken by the Fourth Committee.

In view of the decision of the Fourth Committee to refuse the credit for I5,000 Swiss
francs requested for a mission to the Far East and to sanction a credit for 200,000 francs to be
appropriated, not for the transfer of Saar refugees to Paraguay, but as a sum to be placed at
the disposal of the Nansen Office, the Committee unanimously decided to amend its report as
follows:

" Chapter IV.

"To insert at the end of the sixth paragraph a new paragraph reading as follows:

"'The Committee subsequently took note of the decision of the Fourth
Committee that any proposal for new missions should be rejected.'

"At the end of the report, and before the resolutions, to add two new paragraphs
reading as follows:

"' On the proposal of the Chairman, the Committee unanimously recommended
that a grant of 5,000 Swiss francs should be made to the President of the Governing
Body of the Nansen Office as representation allowance.

"' The Committee subsequently took note of the decision of the Fourth
Committee to increase by 205,000 Swiss francs the grant to the Nansen International
Office for the double purpose:

"'(I) Of giving to the President of the Governing Body of the Office the
sum of 5,000 Swiss francs as representation allowance;

"' (2) Of facilitating the transfer and settlement in South America of Saar
refugees residing in France. The Committee, while reaffirming the principle
that the League does not accept any responsibility for the settlement and
relief of refugees, and without creating any precedent, considers that the peculiar
position of these persons justifies the proposed grant.'

" Resolution IV.

" Nansen International Office.

" To substitute for paragraph z(a) of the draft resolution, the following paragraph:

"' Approves, while accepting the reservations made by the Fourth Committee,
an additional grant of 200,000 Swiss francs to the Nansen International Office for
the purpose of facilitating the transfer and settlement in South America of Saar
refugees residing in France.'

" To omit paragraph 2(b) of the draft resolution.
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" Refugees coming from Germany (Jewish and Other).

" To substitute, for the last paragraph of the draft resolution, the following text:

"'Notes that the sum required for this purpose for the year 1937 amounts to
82,500 Swiss francs.'

" Resolution VI.

"To revise Resolution VI to read as follows:

"' The Assembly,
"' In order to give effect to the provisions of the present resolution:
"'(i) In accordance with Article 6 of the Statute of the Nansen International

Office for Refugees, appoints Judge Hansson as President of the Governing Body of
the Office until December 3Ist, 1938, and grants him a credit of 5,000 Swiss
francs for representation allowance for the year I937.

"' (2) Requests the Council to appoint, in the course of its present session, a
High Commissioner for the Refugees coming from Germany (Jewish and others),
until December 3ISt, 1938.'"

M. SKYLSTAD (Norway) and M. GRUMBACH (France) accepted the above changes.
M. Grumbach welcomed the voting of half the sum requested for the Saar refugees.

M. COSTA DU RELS (Bolivia) said that his speech in the Fourth Committee had been in
part the cause of the change in the method of providing the credit for the Saar refugees; he
was glad that a satisfactory compromise had been found.

As regarded the White Russians in the Far East, he recalled that in I932 their transfer
to a certain country had been arranged for, but that they had in fact been settled in another
country, where their lot was far from satisfactory. In order to avoid future disappointments,
he would draw the attention of the Nansen Office to that situation.

The report and resolutions, as amended, were adopted (Annex 4, page 63).

29. Close of the Session.

The CHAIRMAN, after expressing the usual thanks, declared the session closed.
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ANNEXES

ANNEX 1.
Official No.: A.66.1936.XII.

WORK OF THE INTELLECTUAL CO-OPERATION
ORGANISATION.

REPORT OF THE SIXTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY.

Rapporteur: His Excellency M. C. PARRA-PEREZ (Venezuela).

At first sight, it may seem paradoxical for the seventeenth Assembly of the League of
Nations to be dealing with the work of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation. Yet amid
economic rivalries and political strife, not to mention the ever-multiplying social conflicts
throughout the world, and in view of the profound differences of opinion even among
thinking men, it is natural enough that an Assembly, even a political one, should concern
itself with the problem of bringing about intellectual harmony and an international
understanding through intellectual co-operation.

When we consider the documents which were submitted to the Sixth Committee
- and I am thinking principally of the admirable report by M. Bonnet, Director of the
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, of the Committee's own report on
the work of its eighteenth session, and of that of the Governing Body of the Institute -
we cannot but feel that year after year a living organism is growing and developing,
extending its action to ever-wider fields, and achieving more and more important results by
its patient, systematic labours, too often though these are ignored or contemned..

Such an impression must be founded only on facts and supported only by achievements.
Before I come to mention the most salient of those facts and the most striking of those
achievements, I should like to allude to certain features which, in the unanimous opinion
of the Sixth Committee, characterise both the results of the past year's work and the
programme for next year.

Great progress has been made this year in the direction of universality. True, the Interna-
tional Committee on Intellectual Co-operation has always counted distinguished non-Europeans
among its members, and other continents than Europe have throughout played an active
part in its work. Yet never before, I believe, has this been so patent as during the past
twelve months. I need only mention the generous support afforded to the Paris Institute
by the great American foundations, especially the Rockefeller Foundation; the number
of National Committees on intellectual co-operation that have been founded or reorganised
in Latin America, or are in process of formation, as in the Argentine, Brazil, Chile, and
Venezuela, and -if we turn to Asia -in Iran; the important demonstrations of
intellectual co-operation that took place at Buenos Aires at the beginning of September,
and others which it is contemplated to hold at Cairo in 1937; and, lastly, the fact that
the Japanese Government, though not at the moment a member of the League, has founded,
under the auspices of the Paris Institute, a collection of Japanese literary works, based
both in its idea and in its detail on the example of the Ibero-American collection.

Another noteworthy feature is the number of the Organisation's activities which, after
protracted study by specialists and technicians, are now arriving at the stage at which
governmental action alone can effectively crown the preparatory work, accomplish the projects,
and consolidate the effects. The first international Convention concluded under the auspices
of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation was that on the Free Circulation
of Educational Films. It has not remained an isolated phenomenon. Last year, the League
Assembly invited the States Members to adopt a Declaration on the Teaching of History,
which has since been approved by several Governments. The Assembly hopes that the
number of these Governments will increase rapidly. This year, a Convention on the Use of
Broadcasting in the Cause of Peace has lately been discussed byanintergovernmental conference,
on the eve of the present Assembly, and, though opened for signature only a few days ago,
has already been signed by a score of countries. Lastly, there is a draft Convention for the
Protection of National Artistic and Historic Treasures, which has already been twice submitted
to our Governments and may, it is to be hoped, be concluded at Paris next year. Of these
various acts and instruments, concluded or to be concluded, one of the most important is,
without doubt, the scheme for a Universal Charter for Authors' Rights. There are two main
agreements in existence - the Berne Convention, which institutes a system that may be
described as European, and the Havana Convention, which has been signed by all the
States of the two Americas. Only Brazil is a party to both, and that explains why it has
taken the initiative in trying to harmonise them. A European mission has gone to Bio de
Janeiro with that object, and Senator Antufia has visited Europe; texts have been drafted,
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so ably that I have no doubt that the gulf between these two pillars of positive law - the
Berne Convention and the Havana Convention - will soon be boldly bridged by a world
charter of authors' rights. These examples show that the work of the Intellectual
Co-operation Organisation has its own contribution to offer to the strengthening of the
international ties constituted by a vast number of conventions and collective agreements.

As has been pointed out by Professor Bourquin, delegate of Belgium, there is a third
general consideration that should be mentioned- the expansion of the Permanent
International Studies Conference. This institution which, after a first essay in 1932, is now
engaged in an objective and scientific study of foreign policy, has developed into an
organisation that is growing daily in authority. Being an autonomous body within the
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation, it can pursue its work in the complete independence
proper to scientific research, while its close contact with the International Institute of
Intellectual Co-operation enables the League to benefit by the results of its labours. The
last Conference was held in Madrid from May 27th to 30th last and received the most
generous hospitality from the Spanish scientific institutions and public authorities, who
thus greatly contributed to its success. The seventeenth Assembly will doubtless wish to
associate itself with the expressions of thanks addressed to them by the International
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation.

As in previous years, the vast field of teaching includes League of Nations teaching
proper, as well as the teaching of certain subjects, such as history and geography, which
can be approached in a League spirit. It also covers co-operation among higher education
departments, which this year has led to an important result - the publication, by the Paris
Institute, of a first volume dealing with the organisation of higher education and research
in several European and American countries.

The Sixth Committee was glad to learn of the decision taken by the International
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to devote a considerable share of its attention
in future to solving the great problem of unemployment among intellectual workers, which
is very serious in many countries. This news will be hailed with satisfaction by all those
to whom this problem is causing anxiety - ministries of national education, rectors of
universities, professors and, above all, the university students themselves. The steps
already taken in several countries prove how serious the situation is. There can be no doubt
that international action will give these measures their maximum effectiveness by inciting
Governments which have not yet done so to create national university information centres,
and by enabling those centres which already exist to compare their experience and statistics
and to co-operate among themselves for the adoption of immediate practical measures.

Various delegations laid stress upon the importance of the revision of school text-
books, a problem to which the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation
has paid much attention for many years past, and on the utility of the collection now
being formed by the Institute, with the assistance of a certain number of National
Committees, of chapters or passages in class books at present in use in various countries
which are of a particularly impartial character. As Government action is capable of
reinforcing the persevering efforts of teachers and historians, it is to be hoped that the
Declaration on the Teaching of History should not only be widely endorsed, as is already
the case, but should be signed by as many States as possible.

In its report on its eighteenth session, the International Committee on Intellectual
Co-operation calls the Assembly's attention to a number of specific points, and the same
is true of the report adopted by the Council of the eeague on September 25th, 1936.

The Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters, which includes so many distinguished
minds, and to which we are indebted for the well-known " Conversations ", is asking for
a small increase in its membership. The representative of France on the Council puts the
question to the Assembly as follows in his report:

"The Committee has requested the Council and Assembly to consider

include persons representing other great cultures, whose collaboration in the
Committee's work seems indispensable. I would ask my colleagues on the Council
to approve the proposal to increase the number of members of the Permanent
Committee on Arts and Letters from fourteen to eighteen. This decision will depend
upon a similar decision by the Assembly, since it will be for the latter to authorise the
additional credits required by this increase."

The Sixth Committee, which regards the Committee's request as legitimate, has
expressed a definitely favourable opinion.

The Committee on Arts and Letters also received an invitation and enjoyed generous
hospitality. I refer to the " Conversation " on " The Role of the Humanities in the Training
of the Modern Mind ", which took place in the Hungarian capital from June 8th to 12th
last. The cordial welcome that the participants received at Budapest makes it the Assembly's
pleasant duty to thank the Hungarian Government, as well as the municipal authorities
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and intellectual circles of Budapest, for the great help they have given to the cause of
intellectual co-operation.

This year, for the first time, a " Conversation " has been held outside Europe - at
Buenos Aires, with the support of the Argentine P.E.N. Club and the Government. Its
subject was the part that can be played by intellectuals and their books - in short, by
thought - in the relations between Europe and Latin America. I should like to suggest
that the Assembly should offer the Argentine nation our most cordial thanks for this new
token of its interest in intellectual co-operation and in the League.

One of the most important decisions the Assembly has to take concerns the future
activity of the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation in the field of the exact and natural
sciences, for which it is not so well equipped as for the study of problems of foreign policy,
education, or literature and art. Last year, an appropriation was made in the League
budget which enabled the Secretariat to summon a meeting at Geneva, on July 9th and
10th last, of a Progranme Committee composed of distinguished scientists. The Committee
drew up a very full and very interesting scheme of work, which is in every way deserving
of being carried into effect. It regards the establishment of a permanent committee as
essential. This decision again would involve expenditure for the League, to which the
Sixth Committee strongly urges the Assembly to agree.

In the sphere of fine arts, which covers more particularly the admirable work of the
International Museums Office, the Assembly is requested by the International Committee
on Intellectual Co-operation to authorise the communication to the Governments of a
number of recommendations on international art exhibitions. These contain various
principles, laid down after careful reflection by the most highly qualified specialists, by
which the competent administrations might be guided when they organise, as is frequently
the case nowadays, international exhibitions of art, archeology and history. The
recommendations in question reconcile the two main interests involved -namely,
intellectual rapprochement and the education of the general public on the one hand, and the
exigencies of the preservation and safety of works of art on the other. A resolution giving
effect to the wishes of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation is appended
below.

Last year, the Assembly of the League of Nations took cognisance of the scientific and
financial plan for which the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation had been
asked in 1934 regarding a collection of ethnographical and historical works on the origins of
American civilisation, proposed by Ambassador Levillier, delegate of the Argentine
Republic. This plan was first of all carefully examined by the International Committee
on Intellectual Co-operation. These parallel studies led to similar conclusions. As regards
the material realisation of the scheme, the International Committee on Intellectual
Co-operation referred the matter to the Assembly, and the latter expressed the opinion
that it was chiefly for the Governments themselves and the scientific institutions to do
what was necessary. As to the scientific plan of the collection, the Assembly shared the
Committee's view that this publication should be further examined, "so as to provide
a wide survey of the period envisaged in a comparatively small number of volumes "

This new examination was carried out during the year, and distinguished specialists
were invited to give their opinion and state their views.

The International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation in its report describes
the present situation as follows:

"The Committee was informed of the opinions expressed by eminent historians
on Ambassador Levillier's proposal for a collection of ethnographical and historical
works on Latin America. It confirmed the attitude it had adopted in July 1935,
which was endorsed by the League Assembly last September. Convinced as it is of
the value of such an undertaking, it is prepared to do what rests with it to put the
scheme into effect, provided that the necessary administrative and financial
conditions can be fulfilled."

The Sixth Committee had the privilege of hearing M. Levillier in person give an
admirable description of the main outlines of his plan as worked out after two years'
reflections and negotiations.

n. Levillier informed the Committee of the sympathy with which his scheme had
been greeted in many quarters and of the financial and other support which American
Governments and learned institutions were prepared to afford to assist in the formation
of the collection.

The Sixth Committee warmly welcomed these explanations and approved the terms
of the resolution proposed by M. Levillier himself.

During the discussion, the Bolivian delegation suggested that action should be taken
to assist in safeguarding, in the midst of the present dangers, the artistic and cultural riches
of Spain, the preservation of which was a matter of importance to civilisation as a whole.

This suggestion, which the Spanish representative welcomed, was favourably greeted
by all the other delegations.
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As regards the extensive and precise programme of work for 1937 which the
International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation submits to us, the Sixth Committee
draws the Assembly's particular attention to the manifestations of intellectual co-operation
which will take place next year at Paris, in connection with the Universal Exhibition of
Art and Technique in Modern Life. Last year M. Edouard Herriot, on behalf of the French
Government, invited his colleagues on the Committee to hold their nineteenth annual session
in Paris. Since then, thanks to the generous support given by the Commissioner-General
of the Exhibition, a whole series of meetings and conferences is envisaged: Permanent
International Studies Conference; Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters; Advisory
Committee on League of Nations Teaching; and, especially, the second General Conference
of National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation, at present numbering forty-four.
M. Edouard Herriot therefore quite rightly spoke in his 1935 report of " States-General " of
intellectual co-operation. At its meeting of September 25th, 1936, the Council of the League
of Nations decided to recommend this manifestation most particularly to Governments
and to request them to grant the widest facilities for the participation of their respective
National Committees in the General Conference. Renewing its 1935 resolution on this
point, the seventeenth Assembly associates itself with this recommendation.

The Governing Body of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, which
consists of the same persons as the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation,
is addressing this year a request to our Assembly:

After approving the accounts of the 1935 financial year, examining the financial
situation for the current period, approving the budget for 1937, and congratulating the
Director on his work, the Governing Body expresses its deep gratitude to the States, eighteen
in number,l which, for several years, have been voluntarily making financial contributions
to the Institute. These contributions are not only a valuable token of interest and confidence
but are of indispensable material assistance in continuing its work.

Accordingly the Governing Body asked the Assembly of the League of Nations, which
agreed, that the importance of such financial contributions by States should be stressed
and that other States should be encouraged to make like contributions, attention at the same
time being drawn to the desirability of the continuity of such contributions being guaranteed
by means of a convention.

The Sixth Committee unanimously congratulates the International Committee on
Intellectual Co-operation for its admirable and persevering efforts and approves, generally
speaking, its report on the activity displayed in the past year and its programme of work
for the year 1936/37.

This approval is a manifest proof that there is no paradox in speaking, even at this
seventeenth session of 1936, of international intellectual co-operation, for the Assembly
is convinced - agreeing in this with M. Rivas Vicuna, President of the Council, in his
opening speech, and with Mr. Eden, the United Kingdom Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, in his speech on Friday, September 25th - that, from the day when minds have
really learned to co-operate, when a true determination to work in common inspires our
thoughts and feelings, the League of Nations will be saved and peace will be assured.

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS.

"1. General Resolution.

"The Assembly is glad to note that the activities of the Intellectual Co-operation
Organisation have been maintained and extended during the year 1935/36, despite
circumstances which have often been very difficult, and that the programme carried
out during the year, as well as that planned for 1936/37, is inspired by the constant
desire to achieve work useful to the League of Nations, the States which belong to it,
and intellectual workers themselves.

"It approves the various reports which have been submitted to it, and particularly
that of the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation (document
C.328.M.205.1936.XII) on the work of its eighteenth session, and that of the Governing
Body of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation (document
C.318.M.199.1936.XII), and thanks the Committee and the Governing Body for their
systematic and persistent efforts.

" The Assembly associates itself with the thanks offered by the International
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation and the Council of the League of Nations
to the Argentine, Hungarian and Spanish authorities and institutions for the
generous assistance afforded by them to the work of intellectual co-operation on
the occasion of the Buenos Aires and Budapest 'Conversations' and of the ninth
Permanent International Studies Conference held at Madrid.

1 Austria, Brazil, Colombia, Denmark, Egypt, France, Hungary, Italy, Luxeinburg, Mexico, Monaco,
Peru, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Venezuela and Yugoslavia.
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"In general, the Assembly warmly thanks the States which pay contributions
to the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, thus giving a token of
interest and confidence in its work, and affording the Institute moral encouragement
and indispensable material assistance.

"2. Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters.

"The Assembly, noting the development of the ' Conversations ' organised by the
Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters or under its auspices, and the interest
evinced in these 'Conversations' by a growing number of Governments, approves
in its turn the proposal adopted by the Council on September 25th, 1936, to increase
the number of members of that Committee from fourteen to eighteen, and inserts
a supplementary credit of 5,050 Swiss francs for this purpose in the budget for the
next financial period.

" 3. Exact and Natural Sciences.

"The Assembly approves the programme of work prepared by the Committee
of Scientific Experts, which met at Geneva on July 9th and 10th, 1936, hopes that
it will be promptly carried into effect, decides to set up for this purpose the Permanent
Scientific Committee requested by the experts, and, accordingly, decides that a
supplementary credit of 10,000 Swiss francs be entered in the budget for the next
financial year.

" 4. Education.

" The Assembly, having noted the recommendation adopted on July 9th, 1936, by
the Advisory Committee on League of Nations Teaching with regard to the proposal
of the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation, recommended by the Ministries for Foreign
Affairs of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, with a view, in particular, to the
establishment of regular co-operation between the competent sections of the Secretariat
on the one hand and the wireless broadcasting companies and adult education
associations on the other, expresses the hope that the proposal will be carried into
effect as soon and as widely as possible.

" 5. Declaration on the Teaching of History.

" The Assembly hopes that the numerous States who have already approved the
principles of the Declaration on the Teaching of History, adopted by the Assembly
of the League of Nations at its sixteenth session, and since communicated to
Governments by the Council of the League of Nations, will sign that document.

" 6. Unemployment among Intellectual Workers.

"The Assembly, having taken cognisance of the plan prepared by the International
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to combat unemployment among intellectual
workers:

"Considers that the Committee's action in this sphere, conducted as arranged with
the co-operation of the International Labour Office, may be of the greatest value to
States;

" Approves the measures proposed and requests the Governments to facilitate their
application to the best of their ability.

"7. Broadcasting and Peace.

"The Assembly expresses its satisfaction at the recent conclusion, under the
auspices of the League of Nations, of an International Convention concerning the Use
of Broadcasting in the Cause of Peace.

"It is happy to note that this agreement was signed immediately on its conclusion
by twenty States;

"And hopes that the number of acceding Governments will increase as rapidly
as possible, thus ensuring the maximum effectiveness to the Convention.

" 8. Fin e Arts.

"The Assembly:
" Asks the Secretary-General to transmit to the Governments the recommenda-

t;ions of the International Museums Office regarding International Art Exhibitions;
"Expresses the hope, in this connection, that the competent national

administrations will be guided in practice by the principles laid down in these
recommendations.
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"9. Ethnographical and Historical Collection on the Origins of American Civilisation.

" The Assembly,
" Approving the resolution adopted by the International Committee on Intellectual

Co-operation at its eighteenth session, regarding the plan for an ethnographicaland
historical collection on the origins of American civilisation;

" Having also taken cognisance of the revised plan submitted by Ambassador
Levillier, which it approves subject to its acceptance by the International Committee
on Intellectual Co-operation;

" Having further been informed that the Governments of Ecuador, Mexico, Peru
and Venezuela have offered to afford material support to the plan, that the Argentine
Government offers to contribute a sum of 25,000 Argentine pesos per annum for the
establishment of the collection, according to a plan and conditions of execution
approved by it, and that the Faculty of Philosophy of Buenos Aires University has
agreed to take charge of the Spanish edition:

"Warmly thanks them for these generous contributions, and asks the
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation and its Executive Committee to examine,
as soon as possible, the plan and the conditions in which it is to be executed. A special
session of the Executive Committee, assisted by experts, should be held for this purpose,
the costs to be defrayed out of the credits at the disposal of the Secretariat of the
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation for the current financial period.

"The works are to be published in French and Spanish, under the supervision
of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation in the case of the French
edition, and of the Faculty of Philosophy of Buenos Aires University in the case of
the Spanish edition.

" The costs of the collection, which will serve as an intellectual link between
America and the Old World, should be covered by the contributions already promised
and by other contributions of Governments or institutions.

" The Assembly urgently appeals to the Governments and institutions concerned
to place the necessary funds at the disposal of the International Institute on
Intellectual Co-operation.

" 10. Intellectual Rights.

" The Assembly:
" Notes that the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and the

International Institute for the Unification of Private Law have fully carried out the
task entrusted to them by the sixteenth Assembly as regards the bringing into line
of the Berne and Havana Conventions on Authors' Bights;

"Hopes that the texts prepared, in co-operation with Senator Antuhia, President
of the Inter-American Commission on Authors' Rights, will be approved both in
Europe and America, and that the next revision of the Berne Convention will provide
an occasion for the conclusion of a universal convention on authors' rights.

"11. Intellectual Co-operation Mionth at the 1937 Universal Exhibition.

" The Assembly, having been informed of the decisions taken by the International
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation concerning the organisation of various
manifestations of intellectual co-operation in July 1937, at Paris, in connection with
the Universal Exhibition of Art and Technique in Modern Life;

" Warmly thanks the French Government and the General Commissioner of
the Exhibition for their generous assistance 

"Expresses the opinion that the proposed meetings are likely not only to make
intellectual co-operation more widely known, but to give important results;

" And, willingly acceding to the Council's wish, recommends these manifestations
to the favourable attention of Governments, particularly the second General Conference
of National Committees on Intellectual Co-operation, which should be attended by
as large as possible a number of the representatives of these Committees.

" 12. International Educational Cinematographic Institute.

" The Assembly approves the resolution of the International Committee on
Intellectual Co-operation concerning the International Educational Cinematographic
Institute's work. It once more emphasises the importance of the role assigned to
that Institute by the Convention on the international circulation of films of an
educational character, and expresses the hope that Governments would make full
use of this Convention in encouraging exchanges of educational films likely to
contribute to mutual comprehension between peoples.
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"13. The League of Nations dnd Modern Mleans of spreading Information utilised
in the Cause of Peace.

"The Assembly,
"Emphasising once more the desirability of developing international co-operation

and mutual understanding between nations;

" Having regard to the rapid contemporary development of the technical means
of disseminating information;

"And considering that this development increases the possibilities of furthering
the mutual exchange between nations of information relating to their respective
institutions and cultures;

"(1) Is of opinion that this question might well be the subject of discussion
at the next ordinary session of the Assembly;

"(2) To this end, invites the International Committee on Intellectual
Co-operation to draw up, after such consultations as they may deem appropriate,
detailed suggestions to form the basis of the Assembly's discussions;

" (3) And further invites the Secretary-General to report on the above-mentioned
technical means of spreading information at the disposal of the competent sections
of the Secretariat in order that the Assembly may consider at its next ordinary session
whether such means are adequate or whether their further development is desirable."

ANNEX 2.

ESTABLISHMENT OF AN IDENTITY CERTIFICATE FOR
REFUGEES COMING FROM GERMANY.

Extract from the Official Journal of the French Republic
of September 23rd, 1936.

The President of the French Republic,

In view of the Arrangement concluded at Geneva on July 4th, 1936;

In view of Articles 196, 197 and 354 of the Stamp Code fixing the rate of duty payable
for the issue and visaing of passports;

Tn view of the Decree of February 6th, 1935, regulating the conditions of stay for
foreigners in France:

Decrees

Article 1. - Refugees coming from Germany, satisfying the definition contained in
Article 1 of the Geneva Arrangement of July 4th, 1936, and lawfully residing in French
territory shall be entitled to hold a special certificate called "identity Certificate for
Refugees coming from Germany ", which shall enable the holder to move about in the
territory of the States signatories of the said Arrangement.

Article 2. - The issue or renewal of this certificate shall be subject to the duty of
20 francs provided for in Article 196 of the Stamp Code.

Any visa of the said certificate shall be subject to the duty of 50) francs or 5 francs
laid down in Article 197, paragraph 2, of the said Code.

Nevertheless, in conformity with the provisions of Article 354 of the said Code, identity
certificates shall be issued and visas given, free of charge, to indigent refugees.

Article 3. - Identity certificates shall be issued through the intermediary of the
prefects, and, in Paris, the Prefect of Police, who, before handing over the document, shall
withdraw from the applicants such passports as they may possess.

Temporary Provisions.

Article 4. - Refugees coming from Germany who are able to prove that they were
lawfully residing in France before August 5ith, 1936, may request the issue of these identity
certificates.
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Refugees who resided there before that date, but without the necessary residence
permit, may likewise request that their position be regularised, and ask for the issue of their
identity card. They shall, in such case, be given a provisional acknowledgment of their
request for an identity card.

All requests (whether for identity cards or for identity certificates) shall be made
before November 1st, 1936.

Article 5. - The Minister of the Interior, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, the Minister
of Finance and the Minister of Justice are responsible, each in so far as he is concerned,
for the execution of the present decree.

Done at Rambouillet, September 17th, 1936.
Albert LEBRUN,

President of the Republic.

Yvon DELBOS,

Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Marc RUCART,

Keeper of the Seals, Minister of Justice.

Roger SALENGRO,

Minister of the Interior.

Vincent AURTOL,
Minister of Finance.

ANNEX 3.

Official No.: A.69.1936.VI.

MANDATES.

REPORT OF THE SIXTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY.

Rapporteur : His Excellency M. MUNTERS (Latvia).

As in previous years, the Assembly, on the Norwegian delegation's proposal, referred
the documentation concerning mandates to the Sixth Committee. The activities of the
mandatory Powers and the work of the Council and of the Permanent Mandates Commission
since the last ordinary Assembly of the League were reviewed. Certain delegations
emphasised the importance of the maintenance of the principle of economic equality in
territories under A and B mandates and paid a tribute to the Mandates Commission's
vigilance in this respect. The Committee's attention was further drawn to the importance
of the question of the education of native children, and that of the funds voted for this
purpose in the budgets of the mandated territories. Apart from these general questions, the
Committee devoted particular attention to the disturbances which had been taking place
in Palestine for several months past, and to the new stage in the progress of Syria and
Lebanon towards emancipation.

As regards Palestine, several delegations voiced the Committee's unanimous feeling
in expressing the hope that order and lasting peace would soon be restored in that territory.
The Polish delegation particularly emphasised the importance to its country of the
development of a Jewish national home in Palestine. It stressed the necessity and urgency
of finding new outlets for Jewish emigration from Central and Eastern Europe. Other
delegations mentioned the importance to their countries of Zionist immigration. Several
delegations insisted on the necessity for safeguarding the dual principles laid down in
the mandate providing a Jewish national home on the one hand and guaranteeing the rights
of the Arab population on the other. The United Kingdom delegate recalled the statements
made to the Council on September 26th, 1936, on behalf of the mandatory Power, to
the effect that circumstances as yet did not permit the United Kingdom Government
to supply the Permanent Mandates Commission with adequate material for the
examination of the disturbances, their causes, and the lessons to be drawn therefrom,
until the projected enquiry should have produced the necessary information. With
reference to the suggestion that a special session of the Permanent Mandates
Commission should be held for that purpose, the United Kingdom delegate expressed the
opinion that such a meeting at the present stage would be premature, as the necessary
documentary material was not yet available.

As regards Syria and Lebanon, the Committee noted the desiderata put forward by the
Turkish delegate concerning the future of the population of Turkish language and culture
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in the Alexandretta district in connection with the signature of the preliminaries of the
Franco-Syrian Treaty. The French delegate informed the Committee of the recent
developments of the policy in respect of Syria and Lebanon and of the prospects of
emancipation of the territory in the near future, and gave an assurance that the rights
of the minorities would be safeguarded. As regards the present and future regime of the
Sanjak of Alexandretta, he referred to the statements of the mandatory Power at the
Council meeting held on September 26th, 1936, concerning the application of the existing
Franco-Turkish Agreements. He considered that any exchange of views which the Turkish
Government might wish to initiate on this subject should be kept within the framework
of those agreements; he proposed to invite the Syrian Government to take part in the
contemplated negotiations. He also supplied particulars of the Franco-Syrian Treaty
which has recently been negotiated, and dwelt on the favourable reception given to this
agreement by the population of the mandated territory. The interesting and important
considerations put forward in the course of this debate on Syria and Lebanon are sure to be
fully considered by the Council and the Permanent Mandates Commission.

The Sixth Committee also heard a statement by the delegate of the Union of South
Africa, in which he drew attention to the principle of the non-militarisation of the native
population of mandated territories, which the Union Government accepted as being in
the spirit of the duties imposed on it by the terms of its mandate, and as conforming strictly
to its own native policy in the Union. In the course of his statement, he also mentioned the
constitutional problem of South West Africa, of which a thorough study has been made.
This study is now under consideration by the Government of the mandatory Power and the
Permanent Mandates Commission. He recalled and renewed the pledge given last year to
the effect that the mandatory Power would acquaint the League with its intentions before
they were carried out. The Sixth Committee is convinced that this delicate problem can be
solved by co-operation between the Union of South Africa and the competent organs of the
League of Nations.

Draft Resolution.

"The Assembly,

"Having noted the activity of the mandatory Powers, the Permanent Mandates
Commission and the Council concerning the application of the principles laid down in
Article 22 of the Covenant and in the texts of the mandates:

"(a) Renews to them the expression of confidence voted by previous sessions of
the Assembly, and pays a tribute to the results they have achieved thanks to a close
and frank co-operation which it is essential to maintain;

" (b) Expresses its profound regret at the disturbances which have been going
on in Palestine since April 1936, hopes that order will be promptly restored, and has
full confidence in the impartiality of the enquiry instituted by the mandatory Power;

"(c) Expresses its appreciation of the efforts of the mandatory Power with a view
to bringing forth the emancipation of Syria and Lebanon, has full confidence in its
action to that effect, and hopes that the questions connected with the problem of
emancipation will be equitably settled."

ANNEX 4.

Series of Publications : 1936.XII.B..12.
Official No. : A.73.1936.XII.

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES.

REPORT OF THE SIXTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY.

Rapporteur: Viscount CRANBORNFE (United Kingdom).

I.

In conformity with the terms of the resolution of the Council dated January 24th,
1936 (ninetieth session), the seventeenth Assembly of the League of Nations has had the
duty of examining the report of the Committee on International Assistance to Refugees,
and, in particular, has had the task of considering those parts of that report in which are
set forth proposals regarding measures of a permanent nature (document C.2.M.2.1936.XII).

In approving measures of a provisional nature, the Council also instructed the
temporary President of the Governing Body of the Nansen International Office for Refugees
to present a special report to the Assembly with a revised programme embodying
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constructive measures to accompany the liquidation of the Office. Furthermore, the
mandate which was entrusted to the High Commissioner for Refugees (Jewish and Other),
coming from Germany contemplated that a general report on the problem of refugees
coming from Germany should be drawn up for the use of the Assembly.

The Committee has thus had the task of examining the proposals and conclusions of
the special report drawn up by Judge Hansson, temporary President of the Governing
Body of the Nansen Office (document A.27.1936) and the report of Sir Neill Malcolm,
High Commissioner for Refugees coming from Germany (document A.19.1936). Furthermore,
the Committee has had to take note of the annual report of the Governing Body of the
Nansen International Office for Refugees (document A.23.1936).

The Committee decided to hear Sir Neill Malcolm and Judge Hansson before opening
the general discussion on the reports which had been submitted to it.

Sir Neill Malcolm emphasised that, if the League of Nations decided to continue its
action with regard to refugees coming from Germany, it should be sufficient to set up a
limited organisation and to provide it with a moderate budget. The principal task of the
High Commissioner would be to extend and secure the general adoption of the arrangement
which had already been concluded concerning the juridical protection of refugees. In
the light of his experience, he had come to the conclusion that the task of the High
Commissioner would best be undertaken by a person who was invested with the authority
of the League of Nations. He indicated that this was a question for decision by the
Assembly. An Advisory Committee of representatives of private organisations concerned
with assistance to refugees had been set up, but the Assembly was free to decide whether
this Committee should be officially recognised.

Judge Hansson emphasised the tragic situation of the refugees and the disparity
between the task which the Nansen Office had to accomplish and the financial resources
at its disposal. The economic crisis had reduced the sums which public charity had given
to refugee work and governmental assistance had diminished for the same reason.

Judge Hansson was concerned to make it clear that the refugee problem would continue
even after the liquidation of the Nansen Office, which it had been decided should take
place at the end of 1938. He pointed out the necessity for maintaining beyond that date
the international protection of refugees. He. also enlarged upon the request for credits
which were mentioned in his report; he drew the attention of the Committee to the position
of the refugees from the Saar at present resident in France and proposed that 200 families
of Saar refugees should be settled in Paraguay, for which 400,000 Swiss francs would be
necessary. Judge Hansson expressed the view that the League of Nations had are spon-
sibility for this category of refugees similar to that which it had assumed for the Assyrians
of Iraq, a responsibility which it had recognised by voting for the latter a sum of £86,000.

He also drew the attention of the Committee to the desirability of sending a mission
of two persons, a man and a woman, to the Far East, in order to study on the spot the
very serious situation of the refugees of Russian origin in that area. In this connection,
he recalled the state of refugee women in China, which had already on several occasions
been before the League of Nations.

A sum of 15,000 Swiss francs would be requiredto put this plan into execution.
Turning to the budgetary position of the Nansen Office, the Acting President drew

attention to the fact that he would be obliged to submit a request for supplementary credit
in the course of the 1937 Assembly, in order to be able to carry out the liquidation of the
Office in a satisfactory manner within the time-limit fixed by previous decisions of the
Assembly. In this connection, he referred to the conclusion of the report of the Committee
on International Assistance to Refugees (document C.2.M.2.1936.XII, pages 7 and 11).

II.

In the course of the general discussion, the delegates of the different countries
formulated certain observations on the principles which should be followed by the League
in dealing with the question of international assistance to refugees. The principal points
of view expressed were as follows:

(a) It was observed in one quarter that it was desirable to establish certain principles
in respect of the treatment of the refugee problem by the League of Nations, with a view
to making it clear that responsibility for the settlement and relief of refugees did not fall
upon the League. These general principles would have to be formulated at the latest by
the end of the year 1938, so as to govern the attitude of the League of Nations towards
such refugee problems as might persist or arise after the liquidation of the Nansen Office
and the Office of the High Commissioner for German refugees.

(b) In other quarters, it was emphasised that the League should look upon the question
of refugees as an international problem. International collaboration in this question had
a double aspect. It should facilitate the task of Governments and better the condition of
the refugees themselves. Moreover, there was a close interdependence between the
humanitarian and political aspects of the question, and the problem should be considered,
not from individual aspects, but as a whole.

(c) Another point of view put forward was that the refugee question should be settled
in conformity with the decisions already taken by the Ileague of Nations. The League
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had decided that the Nansen Office should he liquidated; that this liquidation should
definitely take place in 1938; and that the credits voted by the League for the Nansen
Office should be reduced in accordance with a pre-determined plan. The League could
not contemplate the increase of these credits except in special cases such as the case of the
Saar refugees.

(d) Lastly, the view was expressed that the function of the League in dealing with
the refugee problem was inevitably limited. There were three main elements in the
problem: status, relief and settlement. The question of status was essentially an
international problem. The questions of relief and of settlement depended largely on the
economic situation in the countries of refuge and the League could not properly undertake
responsibility for them. The League could promote agreement on a, common measure
of protection and a universal status for refugees which will be necessary for a long time
to come; provide the necessary administrative services for this purpose, and assist, through
these services, to some extent in the co-ordination of the efforts of the private organisations
in the work of settlement and relief. But it would not be proper to infringe the principle
that the League budget should not be asked to provide funds for schemes for the settlement
of refugees.

Reference was made in the course of the discussion to the difficulties which were
created by the practice of certain States in withdrawing protection from their nationals
residing abroad. The hope was expressed that the attention of all countries, both
Members and non-members of the League, would be drawn to this serious problem, which
might act as a disturbing factor in international relations.

The Committee unanimously recognised that a decision had been taken by the
Assembly to liquidate the Nansen Office at the end of 1938. It was unanimous also in
thinking that the organisation for dealing with refugees coming from Germany, which had
been provisionally established by the Council, should be continued for a period of two years,
so that the Assembly would be enabled in 1938 to come to a decision in regard to the problem
of refugees as a whole.

It was generally agreed that whatever decision might be taken by the Assembly in
1938 as regards the future action of the League in refugee questions, it would be necessary
to promote agreement on the question of the international regime of protection for these
two categories of refugees.

In this connection, the Committee was unanimous to recommend that the Governments
concerned should adopt the Convention of October 28th, 1933, relating to the International
Status of Refugees and the Provisional Arrangement of July 4th, 1936, concerning the status
of refugees coming from Germany. The delegate of France announced that his Government
had recently ratified the Convention of 1933 and that a decree-law had been promulgated to
give effect to the Provisional Arrangement of 1936. The United Kingdom delegate announced
the intention of his Government of acceding to the Convention of 1933, and their signature
of the Provisional Arrangement. The delegate of Poland made it clear that the adoption
of a resolution on this subject by his Government would not imply a modification of their
attitude towards the Convention of 1933 and the Provisional Arrangement of 1936. The
delegate of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics declared that, as his Government had
not taken part in the negotiation of the above-mentioned agreements and of similar
measures, they were obliged to make a general reservation in regard to them. Finally, the
Netherlands delegate recalled that his Government was not in a position to adopt the
Convention of 1933.

III.

As regards refugees (Jewish and other) coming from Germany, the Committee took
note of the conclusions and proposals contained in the High Commissioner's report.

With reference to the proposal that the action of the League of Nations on behalf of
refugees from Germany should be continued in its existing form until December 31st, 1938,
the Committee unanimously agreed that the limitations of the League's action to a definite
period could not be regarded as prejudicing in any way the decision which the Assembly
of 1938 might be led to take.

The view was advanced that it was desirable to define more clearly the High
Commissioner's task. For instance, it would not be desirable for a representative of the
High Commissioner to embark on any initiative with regard-to a scheme for establishment
and colonisation without his having previously obtained the agreement of the Government
concerned. Again, any action by the High Commissioner on such a point ought only to be
taken as a result of a request addressed to him by a private organisation. It was further
pointed out that a refugee only became a refugee on leaving his country of origin, and
that the High Commissioner could, therefore, only enter into negotiation with the
Governments of the countries of refuge. In the course of his subsequent reply, the High
Commissioner said that he entirely agreed with the above interpretation of the conclusions
of his report. He expressed the opinion that his most useful line of action would be to
support with the Governments the initiative take by private organisations, if a request for
such action on his part was made by those organisations. Moreover, unless the Assembly
otherwise directed, he agreed that the High Commissioner should only carry on negotiations
with the Governments of countries of refuge.

As regards the problem of organising the High Commissioner's office, the view was

expressed that the High Commissioner's task might be facilitated if he were given the
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assistance of a governing body of limited membership comprising solely representatives
of the countries most directly interested. The presence of this body would obviate the need
of long negotiations. The additional suggestion was made' that there should be attached
to the High Commissioner's Office a consultative body composed of representatives of the
principal private organisations concerned with giving assistance to refugees, and of refugee
organisations.

Alternatively, the suggestion was made that there should be set up a free relationship
between the High Commissioner's organisation on the one hand and, on the other hand,
an advisory committee of an international character which should be composed of
representatives of private organisations. This would result in the establishment of an
organisation which would correspond to the different responsibilities with which
Governments and organisations concerned with refugees were respectively faced.

As against this, the view was expressed that it would be undesirable to give an official
status to the advisory committee of private organisations which 'was referred to in the
High Commissioner's report. Were an official status given to this consultative body, it
would be contrary to the principle which had been many times expressed by the Assembly
that the League of Nations could not assume a direct responsibility for assisting and
settling refugees.

The view was also expressed that it was important to ensure an adequate
representation of all the different groups of refugees on the advisory committee, in order
to avoid any discrimination between them.

Finally, the question of the personnel of the High Commissioner was also raised.
It was suggested that there should be added to the staff proposed an assistant thoroughly
conversant with the social and economic conditions of the refugees in the different
countries and with the legislation and administration of their country of origin. On this
point, the reply was made that it was preferable to leave the question of personnel in the
hands of the High Commissioner.

After further discussion, the Committee was of opinion that the recommendations
of the High Commissioner in regard to the organisation of his office and of his work should
be accepted.

In his reply on the question of the organisation of the High Commissioner's office,
Sir Neill Malcolm laid emphasis on the international character of the Advisory Committee
which had been set up. This Committee had co-opted representatives of organisations
in other countries and he himself saw no obstacle to an enlargement of the membership
of the Committee. But the Assembly was free to decide on the character to be given
to this Committee. So far as the suggestion for the establishment of a Governing Body
was concerned, the High Commissioner would himself prefer that the existing position
should be maintained.

IV.

As regards the Nansen International Office, the Committee took note of the
conclusions and proposals contained in the special report of the Acting President of the
Governing Body.

The view was expressed that a detailed plan should immediately be elaborated, which
would ensure the complete and final liquidation of the Nansen Office, in order that the
Assembly of 1938 would not find it impossible to execute its previous decision. This
plan of liquidation should take into account the observations contained in the report
of the Committee on International Assistance to Refugees, which contemplated the
devolution of the tasks of the Nansen Office upon Governments and private organisations.
It would be necessary to draw up the plan as soon as possible, in order that it might be
submitted to the Council of the League of Nations at its session of January 1937, and
subsequently communicated to the Governments of States Members of the League, so that
it could be approved by the Assembly at its eighteenth ordinary session.

As regards the remarks made by the Acting President on the subject of the budgetary
position of the Nansen Office, it was declared that the credits allocated by the League of
Nations to the Nansen Office ought to be reduced in conformity with the plan of liquidation
which had been drawn up and approved by the Assembly. The very strict economies
imposed by circumstances on the League of Nations did not allow any increase of these
credits. Reference was also made to the decision of the Twelfth Assembly regarding the
progressive reduction of the Office's expenses, and the report adopted by the said Assembly
was quoted as follows: " .. . the Office proposes that budgetary reductions should be
accentuated during the last five years of the existence of the Office, thus enabling the
Office during the early period of its existence to exert its maximum efforts and accelerate
the liquidation of the material side of the refugee problem ". It was also reminded that
the Sixth Committee of the Twelfth Assembly had considered that the proposals of the
Office were sound and reasonable.

On the other hand, it was also pointed out that it would not be possible to keep strictly
within the budgetary limits laid down by previous decisions in the event of its proving
that such limitation would hamper the liquidation of the Office by the date contemplated.

The request for a credit of 15,000 francs to enable the Nansen Office to send a mission
to the Far East with the task of studying the situation of the refugees in that part of the
world was a subject of careful examination. The Acting President of the Governing Body
emphasised the large number of refugees in that area, and he pointed out that up to the
present time the conditions of these refugees had not been adequately studied and that
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no adequate contact had been established with them. The Sub-Committee finally decided,
by twelve votes to two, to transmit the request for credits to the Fourth Committee for
favourable consideration. The minority considered that, as the Nansen Office would
be liquidated at the end of 1938, the practical results likely to be achieved by the despatch
of this mission did not appear to justify expenditure upon it.

The attention of the Committee was also drawn to the fact that the agenda of the

forthcoming Conference of Central Authorities in the East, which is to be held at Bandoeng

in February 1937, includes the problem of the position of women refugees of Russian origin.

The Committee subsequently took note of the decision of the Fourth Committee
that any proposal for new missions should be rejected.

The request for a credit of 400,000 Swiss francs for the settlement of a part of the
Saar refugees in France was the subject of a long discussion, in which divergent opinions
were expressed. Certain delegations supported this request on the grounds that the League
had incurred a special responsibility as a result of international decisions in which the
League was concerned. The request might also be supported on the ground of international
solidarity. It was further asserted that there was some analogy between the question of
the Saar refugees and that of the Assyrians of Iraq.

On the other side, the view was expressed that to grant this credit would infringe the
principle which the League had hitherto maintained - namely, that League funds should
not be used for the settlement or relief of refugees. As regards the position of the League,
it was pointed out that the League, though it had a long connection with the Saar Territory,
could not be held to have responsibility for the decision reached in the plebiscite. There
was no analogy between this question and the question of League action with regard to
the Assyrians of Iraq, and it was recalled that the Assembly, at its last session, had
emphasised that the Assyrian question was not a refugee problem but a political problem
with a humanitarian aspect. A doubt was further expressed as to the wisdom of transferring
inhabitants of a predominantly industrial area to a new home in Paraguay.

The President of the Governing Body understood this latter doubt, but observed that
the decision in regard to the settlement of these refugees had been taken prior to his assuming
responsibilities for the administration of the Office. He again emphasised the special
position of the Saar refugees, in that they were in no way responsible for the situation which
had obliged them to leave their native country.

Finally, the Committee, by twelve votes to seven, decided to transmit to the
Fourth Committee, for avourable consideration, the request for a credit of 400,000 Swiss
francs for the purpose of the transfer and final settlement in Paraguay of 200 families of
refugees from the Saar now residing in France. The minority felt that they were unable
to depart from the principle that League funds should not be employed for the purpose
of settlement and relief of refugees.

The delegate of Bolivia formulated a general reservation to the proposal for settling
refugees from the Saar in Paraguay.

On the proposal of the Chairman, the Committee unanimously recommendedithat a
grant of 5,000 Swiss francs should be made to the President of the Governing Body of the
Nansen International Office as representation allowance.

The Committee subsequently took note of the decision of the Fourth Committee to
increase by 205,000 Swiss francs the grant to the Nansen International Office for the
double purpose:

(1) Of giving to the President of the Governing Body of the Office the sum of
5,000 Swiss francs as representation allowance;

(2) Of facilitating the transfer and settlement in South America of Saar refugees
residing in France. The Committee, while reaffirming the principle that the League
does not accept any responsibility for the settlement and relief of refugees and
without creating any precedent, considers that the peculiar position of these
justifies the persons proposed grant.

:« *

The Committee proposes to the Assembly the adoption of the following resolutions:

"The Assembly,

" Having examined, in the light of verbal explanations, the reports of the Acting
President of the Governing Body of the Nansen International Office (document
A.27.1936.XII) and of the High Commissioner for Refugees coming from Germany
(document A.19.1936.XII);
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"Having taken into account the recommendations of the Committee for
International Assistance to Refugees:

" Thanks the Committee for its valuable report (document C.2.M.2.1936.XII),
and Judge Hansson and Sir Neill Malcolm for the work which they have done during
their term of office."

II.
"The Assembly,
"Having weighed the many elements in the refugee problem;
"Having noted that, in pursuance of previous decisions of the Assembly and in

conformity with the recommendations of the High Commissioner for Refugees coming
from Germany, the organisations created by the League of Nations on behalf of refugees
will terminate at the end of 1938;

" Having taken account at the same time of the continuing difficulties of this
problem and of the importance of ensuring as soon as possible a uniform regime of
legal protection for the refugees:

"Recommends the Governments concerned to adopt the Convention of
October 28th, 1933, relating to the international status of refugees (document C.650(1).
M.311(1).1933) and the Provisional Arrangement of July 4th, 1936, concerning the
status of refugees coming from Germany (document C.362.M.237.1936.XII);

" Recommends also that Governments concerned should participate in the
negotiation of a Convention for the protection of the refugees from Germany;

" Considers, further, that the Assembly should, at the latest at its ordinary session
in 1938, determine the general principles which, after that year, should govern the
attitude of the League towards the refugee problem as a whole."

III.
" The Assembly:
" Is happy to note that Governments have in certain cases been able to extend to

refugees in their territories more liberal treatment than is provided for in the relevant
international agreements, and having heard, with appreciation, the declaration made
by the French delegation regarding recent measures adopted by the French Government
in respect of refugees (legal status, joint committees, labour permits);

" Expresses the hope that all Governments will adopt as liberal an attitude as
possible towards refugees in their territories;

" Notes, on the other hand, that serious difficulties have been created by the
practice adopted in certain countries of withdrawing protection from their nationals
abroad ; and

" Expresses the earnest hope that this practice may be discontinued."

IV.

"The Assembly takes the following decisions in respect of the Nansen International
Office and the High Commission for Refugees coming from Germany:

" Nansen International Office.

" The Assembly:
" Has taken note of the previous decision of the Assembly that the Nansen Office

should be liquidated within a specified time and according to fixed budgetary rules,
and, in execution of this decision:

" (1) Decides to appoint, until December 31st, 1938, a President of the Governing
Body of the Nansen Office entrusted with the following duties:

" (a) To carry on the administration of the Office, in accordance with the
existing statute, until it has been liquidated, and to organise the activities of the
Office during the period of liquidation, with the help of the technical services of
the League of Nations;

" (b) To draw up at an early date and, if possible, to submit to the Council a.t
its session in May 1937 a detailed scheme for the liquidation of the Nansen Office;
in any event, the report should be in the hands of Governments before July 31st,
1937, in order that the scheme may be considered at the next ordinary session of
the Assembly;

" (e) To make recommendations in time for consideration by the Assembly
at its ordinary session in 1938 on the best method of allocating the tasks
undertaken by the Office up to the date of its liquidation in the light of the
situation existing at that time;

"(2) Notes the recommendations of the Acting President in regard to the
settlement of different categories of refugees, especially those relating to the transfer
of Armenian refugees to Erivan and to the position of the Armenian refugees settled
in Syria.
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"Approves, while accepting the reservations made by the Fourth Commnittee,
an additional grant of 200,000 Swiss francs to the Nansen International Office for the
purpose of facilitating the transfer and settlement in South America of Saar refugees
residing in France.

"(3) Recommends that the following proposals of the Acting President should
be brought to the notice of Governments for careful consideration:

"(a) The encouragement, so far as circumstances permit, of the naturalisation
and absorption of refugees in countries in which they have been resident for many
years;

"(b) The issue of surcharged postage-stamps to assist the Nansen Office
in its work;

" (c) The general application of the principles of the Franco-Belgian
Agreement of June 30th, 1928.

" Refugees coming from Germany (Jewish and Other).

" The Assembly recommends that a High Commissioner shall be appointed until
December 31st, 1938, for the purpose of liquidating, so far as possible, the problem
of refugees coming from Germany, and that the High Commissioner's duties shall
include, in particular, the following:

"(1) As regards the improvement of the legal status of refugees : to approach
Governments in order to obtain their accession to the Provisional Arrangement
of July 4th, 1936, and to prepare an intergovernmental Conference for the
adoption of an international convention on the status of these refugees 

" (2) As regards questions of emigration and final settlement: t' encourage
initiative on the part of private organisations; to support such initiative by
negotiations with the Governments of the countries of refuge; and, if necessary,
to have definite plans for colonisation and emigration studied on the spot, in
agreement with the Government concerned;

"(3) To maintain contact with the various private organisations, in particular
through the Liaison Committee of an international character which has already
been set lip;

" (4) To submit an interim report to the Assembly at its next ordinary
session and, at its session of 1938, to present a report on the situation of the
refugees at that moment and on the progress made towards the final solution
of the problem, and definite proposals in regard to the future.

"The Assembly decides to grant, for the administrative expenses of the High
Commissioner for the year 1937, a sum of 82,500 Swiss francs."

V.
" The Assembly,
" Having taken note of the report of the Governing Body of the Nansen

International Office for the year ending June 29th, 1936:
" Expresses appreciation at the satisfactory results of the general application

of the Nansen stamp system in France, and hopes that a similar practice will be adopted
in all countries;

" Again urges Governments not to expel refugees until they have obtained
entrance visas for another country;

" Requests the Governments of the immigration countries to continue to co-operate
with the Office by informing it of the possibilities of settlement in their territories;
and

"Reconmmends Governments to consider the advantage of capitalising their
expenditure on refugees and of placing such funds at the disposal of the Office for
the settlement of refugees."

VI.
" The Assembly,
" In order to give effect to the provisions of resolution IV above:

" (1) In accordance with Article 6 of the Statute of the Nansen International Office
for Refugees, appoints Judge Hansson as President of the Governing Body of the Office
until December 31st, 1938, and grants him a credit of 5,000 Swiss francs for representation
allowance for the year 1937;

" (2) Requests the Council to appoint, in the course of its present session, a High
Commissioner for the Refugees coming from Germany (Jewish and other), until
December 31st, 1938."
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ANNEX 5

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT BY THE
UNITED KINGDOM DELEGATION

The United Kingdom delegation points out that the interpretation placed by M. Lange
on Lord Lugard's statement before the Royal Institute of International Affairs is erroneous.
That statement was as follows:

"Provided the other Colonial Powers are prepared to bear their share in the
collective effort, not necessarily by adopting the same method, Great Britain should
revert once more to her traditional policy of the ' open door ' in all African territories
over which she has control, the departure from which since 1932 has afforded some
pretext for the complaint of monopolies.

"To afford the guarantee which Sir Samuel Hoare said was demanded for the
effective application of this policy, I would further suggest that the Mandates
Commission should be entrusted with its supervision, but to the extent only of receiving
memorials or petitions from anyone who had grounds for considering that the pledge
was being infringed in any British dependency.

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

" I would not rule out a stipulation that the purchase of commodities for export
should bear a reasonable relation to the value of imported goods."
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Legal status of refugees: Convention of

Principle and application.... 14, 20, 28. 47, 48 Oct. 28, 133 40, 41, 42, 43, 65, 68 (resol.)
See also Broadcasting: Use in cause of See also above Jewish and other, etc.:

peace Legal status
League of Nations and Modern 

Means, etc.Means etc. Mission to investigate refugee problems
Museums in the Far East: credits required, dis-

MZIW~~~~~useun~ma~s ~cussion of opportuneness of proposal,
Office, Int. Museums......... 29, 39, 57, 59 declaration of U.S.S.R. delegation,

rejection of proposal 40, 41, 42, 44, 44-5,
Palestine 1 46 (declaration), 52, 64, 66-7 (report)

See under Mandates Nansen Int. Office for Refugees
Budgetary situation and credits;

Paraguay representation allowance of Pre-
sident of Governing Body 44, 45,

Despatch to Paraguay of 200 families of 52, 53, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69 (resol.)
Saar refugees, see Refugees: from Liquidation: date and scheme 41, 43, 63, 64,
Saar Territory 65, 66, 68 (resol.)

Peace Mission in Far East, see above Mis-
sion, etc.

Broadcasting: use in cause of peace, see President of Governing Body
that title Appointment of M. Hansson 53, 68, 69 (resol.)

League of Nations and Modern Means of Credits, see above Budgetary situa-
spreading information utilised in the tion, etc.
cause of peace, see that title Report of Acting President: examina-

tion by 6th Committee 40, 63, 64, 66, 67,
Phonograph Discs 68 (resol.)

Report, annual, of Governing Body 64
Proposed use for publicity re international Report and resol. of 6th Co mmitte e 64

affairs.......................... 20, 28 Report and resol. of 6th Committee 64, 65,affairs ............................ 20, 2866-7,6 66-7, 68-9
Tribute to activity of M. Hansson

Photographs and Major Johnson ....... ....... 45, 68
Films and photographs for pacific pro-

pagF s and photographs for pacific p 47 Naturalisation and absorption of refugees
............. , , 2, 28, 47 in countries in which they have been

Poland resident for many years ......... 69 (resol.)
See also above Jewish and other, etc.:

Jewish population, see Jews: in Poland Countries of refuge

Propaganda in favour of League Postage stamps, surcharged: issue advo-
cated ........................ 69 (resol.)

See League of Nations and Modern Means,
etc. Protection by certain countries of their

League of Nations Teaching nationals abroad, question of.. 65, 68 (resol.)

Refugees, International Assistance to Provisional Arrangement, July 4, 1936, see
above under Jewish and other, etc.

Armenian refugees: transfer to Erivan;
position of refugees settled in Syria 68 Rapporteur: appointment ............. 45

Assyrian, from Iraq, see Assyrians of of 6th Committee
Iraq, etc. Amendment in view of decisions adop-

Committee for Int. Assistance to Refugees: ted by 4th Committee ........... 52-3
report examined by 6th Committee Presentation to Assembly : simplifica-

63 (report), 68 (resol.) tion of procedure ................ 53
Convention of Oct. 28, 1933, see below Texts

I egal status, etc. Final ........................... 63-9
as Submitted by Sub-Committee

Discussion..................... 40-3, 43-5, 46-7 Examination of chapters and
Expulsion of refugees ............... 69 (resol.) adoption................ 43-5, 46-7
Franco-Belgian Agreement (June 30, 1928): General discussion.40-3

general application of the principles Russian refugees in Far East
69 (resol.) Mission to study problem, see above

from Germany, see below Jewish and other Mission, etc.
and from Saar Territory Number and relief ....... 41, 42, 44, 53, 67
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Refugees, International Assistance to (continued) Sixth Committee (continued)
from Saar Territory: despatch and settle- Close of session ...................... 53

ment of 200 families in Paraguay Documents for Sixth Committee
Attitude of Bolivian Govt.: state- Preparation and distribution to mem-

ment by M. Costa du Rels 46 (statement), bers of Committee ............. 15
46-7, 47

Credits requested by 6th Committee Experts: participation in work of Com-
and granted by 4th Committee; mittee........................... 9
question of responsibility of League Members: list ....................... 5-7
40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 52, 53, 64, 67, 69 (resol.) of meeting

Report and resol. of 6th Committee 64, 67, Publicity of meetigs
69 Reports

Settlement and relief: principle which Simplification of procedure for pre-
should govern League action and r6le sentation of reports........... 9, 40, 52
of League ......... 40, 41, 42, 64, 65, 68 See also under the questions concerned
See also above from Saar Territory: Vice-Chairman ....................... 5

Credits, etc. Election ......................... 9
Sub-Committee of 6th Committee

Addition of Portuguese member... 10 South West Africa
Constitution, members, Chairman.. 10, 40 See under Mandates
Report and resolutions

Examination of chapters and adop- Span
ion...................... 43-5, 467 Protection of artistic treasures, see under

General discussion ............. 40-3 Arts and Letters: Protection, etc.

Relations, International 1 Sport ................. .............. 15

See International relations Syria and Lebanon
Position of Armenian refugees in Syria 68

Saar, Refugees fromSaar, Refugees from See also under Mandates
See Refugees, etc.: from Saar Territory

Tanganyika Territory
Sanctions, Question of .................. 13 See under Mandates

TogolandSanjak of Alexandretta Togolnd
See uender MandatesSee Alexandretta

Traffic in Women and Children
School Correspondence, International Conference of Central Authorities in the

See under Education East, Bandoeng, Feb. 1937 ....... 44, 67

TranslationsSchool Text-books, Revision
Se E a. .. R o of Collections of translations of classical

See Education : Revision of school text- works, collection of Roumanian clas-
books works, collection of Roumanian clas-oos sics.............. 11, 17, 21, 22, 26, 29

Sciences Co-ordination work: role of Institute of
Intellectual Co-operation ....... 14, 22, 29

Committee of Scientific Experts..... 19, 57, 59
Conversation" on conseq , in te Ibero-American and Japanese collections 29, 55

"Conversation" on consequences, in the
domain of thought, of new theories "Index translationum" ............... 22, 29
and recent discoveries in physics;
proposal of Professor Bialobrzeski.. I1 Turkey

Permanent Scientific Committee: estab- Turkish minority at Alexandretta, situa-
lishment and supplementary credits tion after emancipation of yria, see

19, 57 (report), 59 (resol.)ndaes Syria, etc. : inorities
Scientific study of foreign policy, see under Unemployment

International relations of Intellectual workers, see under Intel-
Seventh American Scientific Congress... 25 lectual workers

UniversitiesSixth Committee Universities
Information centres or para-university

Agenda centres ; national university informa-
Additional item .................. 10 tion centres ...................... 28, 56
Adoption ........................ 9
Text ............................ 8, 9 Women and Children, Traffic in

Chairman ............................ 5 See Traffic in women, etc.




